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Abstract

Most cells or proteins exist in a high force environment, meaning that they must

be able to generate, withstand or transmit high levels of forces. The signalling

response of talin (a core structural and signalling protein in platelet focal adhe-

sions), for example, is the product of its rod domains unfolding and either ejecting

bound ligands or allowing new ligands to bind. Modelling force effects at a molec-

ular level is therefore helpful in understanding when talin signals other platelet

processes, such as focal adhesion maturation and platelet contraction. This, in

turn, may impact the understanding of diseases related to platelet binding and

aggregation, as well as thrombus formation, contraction, and lysis.

Therefore, the aim of this thesis was to improve the calculated magnitude and

range of force values for the unfolding thresholds of talin’s rod domain. This was

done by creating a novel model of talin’s rod domain alpha-helices. This model

was subsequently used in a newly developed force-based simulation framework

to calculate intermolecular electrostatic interactions. The unique features of this

method were: the new coarse-grain-like alpha-helix models derived from protein

structural data, the use of a coordinate frame system to manage and manipulate

the objects within the simulation, and the direct calculation of interaction forces.

This approach was chosen as other computational methods such as molecular

dynamics simulations produce erroneously large unfolding force ranges that are

up to ∼ 7500% larger than the physiologically relevant range of forces for the

unfolding of talin’s rod domain. Through the method developed for this thesis, a

range of unfolding forces were calculated for talin’s rod subdomains of ∼1 pN to

∼49 pN. This is an improvement compared to previous computational methods.

Thus, the improvements in results are significant enough to warrant the effort in

developing these new simulation approaches targeted at force interactions at the

molecular level.
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1 Introduction

1.1 Problem Statement

Platelets close vascular injury by aggregating, forming thrombi and then con-

tracting [1, 2]. Mechanosensitive proteins such as talin are a key element of this

process. They provide a physical interface between the external environment of

the platelet, the internal cytoskeleton and the contractile machinery. They do

this by sensing and adapting to forces exerted on the platelet [3–6].

Talin’s rod domain contains 13 alpha-helix coiled-coils or ‘bundles’, which un-

fold if the tension applied across them exceeds a specific threshold. The surfaces

of these alpha-helix bundles contain protein binding sites that are accessible while

a bundle is folded. Inside the bundles, cryptic binding sites exist that are only

made accessible once a bundle has unfolded. The changes in accessibility of these

binding sites and the subsequent binding or ejection of ligands produces talin’s

signalling response [7]. Talin’s signalling response controls platelet focal adhe-

sion formation, platelet spreading and contraction. Thus, talin has a dual role,

regulating force transmission within the platelet and also regulating intra-cellular

signalling in response to this force.

As it is not known at what level of tensile force the alpha-helix bundles un-

folding events occur, it is not possible to predict when talin signals other platelet

processes, such as focal adhesion maturation and platelet contraction. Fully un-

derstanding talin’s signalling response and its subsequent effect on platelets has

clinical implication for diseases related to platelet binding and aggregation, and

thrombus formation, contraction and lysis. Additionally, determining if it is pos-

sible to modify talin to increase or decrease platelet adhesion strength, would

allow for the controllable alteration of thrombogenicity and may lead to potential

treatments for thrombosis and embolisms caused by lysis.

During experiments where talin’s rod domain was stretched and its unfolding

dynamics measured, only three of the thirteen rod domain bundles were mapped

to their unfolding force thresholds. R3 to ∼5 pN, R7 to ∼15 pN and R8 to ∼5 pN

[8]. Molecular dynamics simulations of talin’s rod domain have also been used to

try to determine the forces required to unfold the rod domain bundles. However,

these simulations have resulted in unfolding force values of up to 1500 pN, far

larger than are physically possible for talin [9]. For reference, whole platelet

contractile forces are in the range of 0.3 nN to 70 nN [10, 11] while it has been

estimated that the maximum force across talin in platelets averages at 10 pN [12].
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It should be noted that molecular dynamics simulations were not designed to

calculate unfolding forces for protein domains. Therefore, the results from the

simulations cannot be used to link more rod domain bundles to their unfolding

force thresholds. To overcome the limitations of current molecular simulations to

calculate unfolding forces, a new simulation methodology needs to be developed,

one that specifically targets the spatial and temporal ranges of protein unfolding.

Therefore, the research question that is answered in this thesis is: can the

calculated magnitude and range of force values for the unfolding thresholds of

talin’s rod domain be improved upon by making simulations that operate directly

within the force domain and are designed for the spatial and temporal ranges that

talin operates in?

The original contribution of this thesis is the use of a new force-based sim-

ulation to calculate the unfolding forces between alpha-helices. It does this by

creating new, approximated structural models of alpha-helices and a simulation

framework using a coordinate frame system that was designed for the spatial and

temporal scales (seconds to 10s of seconds, and 0.1 pN to 25 pN) of alpha-helix

unfolding. Additionally, a force-based structural optimisation was developed to

improve the alpha-helix subdomain conformations.

1.2 Literature Review

Platelets are non-nucleated cells generated by megakaryocytes within bone mar-

row. They play a key role in haemostasis by aggregating to forming thrombi at

sites of vascular damage. During normal circulation, platelets exist in an inac-

tivated, resting state with a discoid shape and an approximate radius of 2–3µm

[13]. There are several classes of transmembrane glycoprotein receptors on the

surface of platelets. One class, called integrins, is the platelets’ primary method

of adhering to their surrounding environment during thrombus formation. Of all

the integrins, αIIbβ3 occurs most commonly with approximately 80,000 copies per

platelet [14, 15]. It adheres to fibrinogen and polymerised fibrin (p-fibrin) [16].

Many external factors regulate platelet behaviour, such as: the concentration

of agonist and inhibitory proteins and signalling molecules present in the blood

[17, 18]; changes in blood pressure [19]; sudden increases in shear stress at the

vessel wall [20]; and the quantity of other activated platelets in the vicinity. Irreg-

ularities in these external signals and the platelets’response to them via chemical

sensing, mechanosensing and adhesion proteins on their surface can result in se-

rious disorders and diseases [21, 22].
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Unwanted thrombus formation can result in clots which occlude blood vessels,

leading to local-area cell death from lack of oxygenated blood, and potentially

patient death. The unwanted thrombus formation can occur from platelet over-

activation and over-adhesion at sites of vascular injury. Alternatively, it can occur

from unintended platelet activation and adhesion at sites without vascular injury.

The vascular occlusions formed by these clots are called occlusive thrombosis [23].

Reversely, lack of platelet activation or secure adhesion formation can lead to

excessive bleeding [24–26], or to the lysis of forming thrombi that may result

in an embolism forming downstream, possibly resulting in stroke or death [27].

To better understand how these disorders occur, it is important to explore the

methods of platelet activation and adhesion that lead to thrombus formation.

Platelet activation is a multi-stage process that transforms a platelet from

its resting, discoid shape into a globular protein that adheres and spreads itself

across other platelets in forming thrombi and contracts them. Platelets exist in

their resting state before interaction with platelet agonist molecules in the blood,

slowing, and binding into sites of vascular injury or forming thrombus. Spreading

involves the platelet’s cell membrane being expanded across the surface that the

platelet is adhered to and occurs after platelets have securely adhered to a site of

vascular injury or thrombus. After the platelet has spread, it begins to contract.

The contraction begins with alternating waves of contraction and spreading at

the peripheral edge of the platelet, ending in full steady state contraction of the

platelet, pulling everything the platelet is adhered to together. The collective

contraction of platelets in a thrombus results in clot contraction and sealing of

vascular injury.

In the following six subsections, the key biological processes of platelets are

described. The chemical signalling that starts platelet activation is covered. This

is followed by a description of how platelets undergo their shape change and what

mechanisms drive spreading, adhesion and contraction. Finally, the contractile

forces at the thrombus and platelet scales are discussed. Talin is highlighted

as a key protein in platelets as it is a force sensor and force transmitter during

platelet adhesion, spreading and contracting. It is also a key signalling protein

that produces and activates signalling molecules in response to changing levels of

forces. Talin is the focus of the research in this thesis and is explored in detail in

sections 1.2.7 to 1.2.10.

3



1.2.1 Adhesion Receptor Platelet Activation

As the resting platelets flow by a site of vascular injury, some platelets use their

glycoprotein Ib-IX-V complex receptor (GPIb-IX-V) to interact with von Wille-

brand factor (vWF) that is bound to exposed collagen [28, 29]. The binding

between GPIb-IX-V and vWF slows the platelet down, allowing its glycoprotein

VI receptor (GPVI) to bind directly to exposed collagen [13, 30]. While the

binding of GPIb-IX-V to vWF results in the activation of some of the ‘platelet

activating’ signalling pathways inside the platelet, the primary signalling response

starts because of GPVI adhesion. Signalling pathways are a description of the flow

of chemical signals in a biological process. Each step in a signalling pathway may

promote or inhibit a subsequent step. They can also branch and interact with

multiple other pathways. Additionally, signalling pathways can describe positive

and negative feedback cycles. The platelet activation pathway begins with the ad-

hesion of GPVI and GPIb-IX-V, which promotes a series of events that activate

several other signalling molecules. The eventual result, is the activation of talin

and integrin, the release of agonist molecules by the platelet via the secretion of

granules which activates other nearby platelets, and finally the reorganisation of

the internal cytoskeleton of the platelet. Below, the platelet activation signalling

pathway is described in detail.

The signalling pathway activated by GPVI involves the Src family kinases

(SFKs) activation of phosphoinositide 3-kinase (PI3K) [31]. SFKs also lead to

the activation of tyrosine kinase Syk which induces the formation and activation

of PLCγ [32]. PI3K also contributes to the activation of PLCγ and its localisation

to the platelet membrane [33]. The activation of PLCγ is a key stage in platelet

activation as it signals the release of inositol triphosphate (IP3) and diacylglycerol

(DAG). IP3 signals the release of stored calcium ions (Ca2+) into the platelet.

It also enables platelets to accept additional Ca2+ through store-controlled ion

channels [34]. Together, DAG and Ca2+ activate protein kinase C (PKC) and

calcium and DAG-regulated guanine nucleotide exchange factor 1 (CalDAGGEF1)

[35]. CalDAGGEF1 activates Rap1 which results in the activation of Rap1-GTP-

interacting adapter molecule (RIAM), which binds to and activates talin [36]. In

platelets, it has been shown that the direct binding of Rap1 to talin is sufficent

for talin activation, even in the absence of RIAM [37]. Activated talin alongside

kindlin bind to the cytoplasmic βtail of integrin αIIbβ3, starting the activation of

integrin [38].

The signalling that leads to the partial activation of integrin αIIbβ3 is called

4



inside-out signalling and is the first of two stages that define full integrin activa-

tion. The binding of these two proteins alters the conformation of integrin, causing

its extracellular head domain to partially unfold from an inactive conformation

to a semi-activated conformation. Once the integrin head is exposed, low-affinity

binding of fibrinogen and fibrin can occur via a highly conserved RGD motif [39].

Integrin may also bind to collagen-bound vWF [40].

Fibrinogen is a glycoprotein complex that circulates in the blood. When ex-

posed to thrombin, a coagulation factor that is produced at sites of vascular injury,

fibrinogen is cleaved to form fibrin. Multiple integrin can bind to the same fibrin

filament, resulting in integrin micro-clustering [41]. The binding of fibrinogen and

fibrin also causes conformational changes in the cytoplasmic β-tail of integrin that

enables guanine nucleotide-binding protein alpha 13 (Gα13) to bind to the inte-

grin tail [42]. The binding of Gα13 results in the activation of the protein kinase

c-Src and subsequent activation of PI3K and Syk (part of the immunoreceptor

tyrosine-based activation motif (ITAM) signalling pathway) which reinforces the

inside-out signalling via PLCγ activation. Additionally, c-Src activates a RhoA

GTPase activating protein, p190RhoGAP, which is an inhibitor of small GTPase

RhoA. RhoA itself inhibits platelet spreading as it activates the contractile ma-

chinery of the platelet.

Finally, the release of Ca2+, activation of Rap1 via CalDAGGEF1 and the

activation of PKC (all of which is reinforced via outside-in signalling) together lead

to the synthesis of TXA2 and the secretion of granules [43]. Platelet granules are

vesicles that contain a number of molecules and membrane receptors that, when

secreted, merge with the cell membrane and expel their contents [44]. Platelets

contain two main granules: α-granules and dense granules. α–granules contain

adhesion proteins such as fibrinogen, vWF and coagulation factor 5 (FV). Dense

granules contain ADP, Ca2+ and serotonin. ADP, serotonin and TXA2 are all

platelet agonists that can activate platelets via glycoprotein coupled receptors

(GPCR) [45].

1.2.2 GPCR Platelet Activation

GPCRs are a class of transmembrane receptors that have a glycoprotein complex

bound to their cytoplasmic domain. Upon ligand-receptor binding, the α-domain

of the glycoprotein complex is phosphorylated, converting a bound molecular of

guanosine diphosphate (GDP) to guanosine triphosphate (GTP). The α-domain

then dissociates from the rest of the GPCR to pass on signalling to downstream
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targets [46]. Six GPCR are involved in platelet activation: P2Y12 and P2Y1 which

bind ADP [47], PAR1 and PAR4 which bind thrombin [48], 5HT2a which binds

serotonin (5HT) [46], and finally TP which bind TXA2 [49, 50]. Although the

GPCR platelet activation signalling pathway starts at a different set receptors

compared to the adhesion-receptor pathway described in the previous subsection,

both signalling pathways eventually converge on the same signalling molecules.

Thus leading to the activation of integrin by talin, granule secretion, and modifi-

cation of the actin cytoskeleton. A high proportion of the molecules and chemicals

released during granule secretion can bind to GPCRs and activate this signalling

pathway. This way, platelet activation is self-reinforced. Further details of the

GPCR signalling pathway are given below.

Three glycoproteins, Gi, Gq and G13 [46], are activated from these six recep-

tors. Gi is activated by P2Y12, Gq is activated by P2Y1, PAR1, PAR4, 5HT2a and

TP, and G13 is activated by PAR1, PAR4 and TP. All three glycoproteins, once

activated and dissociated, activate of a signalling pathway beginning with SFKs

and PI3K [51–57]. This pathway involving SFK, PI3K, NOS, sGC and PKG [58,

59] results in granule secretion and TXA2 synthesis. G13 activation leads to the

activation of RhoA via p115RhoGEF which phosphorylates RhoA by converting

GDP to GTP [60]. This causes the downstream activation of the contractile ma-

chinery of the platelets, stimulating cell contraction and slowing spreading [61].

Gq activates PLCβ [62]. PLCβ results in similar downstream effects as PLCγ such

as the release of Ca2+, PKC activation and Rap1 activation via CalDAGGEF1

[43]. Activation of PKC and the release of Ca2+ have a strong effect on increasing

granule secretion. The activation of Rap1 increases TXA2 synthesis [63, 64]. Ac-

tivated Rap1 also leads to the activation of talin through the binding of Rap1 or

Rap1/RIAM complex [37]. Activated talin binds to and activates integrin αIIbβ3

via inside-out signalling, enabling integrin to bind fibrinogen and fibrin.

In summary, platelets are activated through two main signalling pathways,

via adhesion receptors GPVI and GPIb-IX-V which bind collagen and collagen-

bound vWF, and via GPCRs after binding with ADP, Thrombin, TXA2 and

serotonin. These signalling pathways eventually converge into a common path-

way that activates PLCβ or PLCγ. The activation of the PLCs and the subse-

quent release of Ca2+ result in: the secretion of granules which further activate

platelets through GPCRs, modification of RhoA signalling that controls platelet

shape change, spreading and contraction, and the activation of Rap1. Activated

Rap1 either on its own or in complex with RIAM binds to talin and activates it.
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Activated talin, along with kindlin, bind to the cytoplasmic tail of integrin αIIbβ3,

beginning their activation through inside-out signalling. Upon integrin binding

to fibrinogen or fibrin, conformational changes increase integrin’s binding affinity

to fibrinogen and fibrin, and start the signalling pathways that reinforce PLCγ

activation. Coagulation factors in the blood interact with each other to produce

thrombin from prothrombin. Thrombin cleaves fibrinogen into fibrin, allowing for

the formation of fibrin filaments. These filaments bind to a platelet’s integrins,

leading to additional platelet activation and recruitment to the sites of injury.

1.2.3 Platelet Shape Change

In resting platelets, the discoid shape is maintained via the microtubule (MT)

ring at their core, a disorganised network of actin filaments that spread outwards

from the MT ring and a spectrin sub-membrane web that supports the platelets’

cell membrane [65–69]. During activation, platelets undergo a significant shape

change. The start of platelet shape change is characterised as the disassembly

of the actin network and spectrin web, and the coiling of the microtubule-ring

by dynein [70–72]. These changes in the cytoskeleton cause the platelet to lose

its discoid shape, transitioning to a spherical shape [73]. This shape change is

initiated via the activation of p115RhoGEF which activates RhoA [60]. RhoA is

associated with activating the actomyosin contractile machinery [61]. The activa-

tion of the actomyosin contractile machinery starts the process of actin network

reconfiguration and also promotes increased granule secretion [74].

After integrin has bound to fibrinogen or fibrin, conformational changes in the

integrin’s cytoplasmic beta-tail enable G-α-13 binding. G-α-13 binding results in

the activation of the c-Src/p190RhoGAP pathway, inhibiting RhoA [75]. The inhi-

bition of RhoA and the actomyosin machinery results in reduced platelet contrac-

tion and actomyosin shape change while promoting platelet spreading [76]. This

causes actin filaments to drive the spreading of the platelet’s membrane through

the formation of two new cytoskeletal structures at the edge of the cell membrane:

filopodia and lamellipodia [77]. In parallel, near the coiled microtubule-ring in the

core of the platelet, contractile machinery called stress fibres (composing of actin

filaments, myosin-9 and α-actinin) are forming that will generate the platelet’s

contractile forces during the platelet contraction phase [78, 79].
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1.2.4 Spreading

Platelet spreading occurs because of the generation and growth of filopodia and

lamellipodia that push on the cytoplasmic side of the platelet’s membrane and

move it outwards from the platelet core [80]. As the cell membrane spreads,

stores of additional membrane in the surface of the platelet called invaginations

are released as required [81]. Filopodia are long, parallel polymers of actin that

are heavily cross-linked with α-actinin and fascin, extending towards the edge of

the cell from the coiled MT ring [77]. The lamellipodia occupies a region near the

outer edge of the platelet where actin grows as a dense, branching network and

is the structural support for the cell’s membrane [77]. Two proteins, arp2/3 and

formin, nucleate the majority of the actin network in both the lamellipodia and

filopodia [82].

Arp2/3, which is localised at the peripheral edge of the cell membrane and

binds to the tip of elongated actin filaments. New actin filaments branch off arp2/3

at an approximate angle of 70◦ [83]. As these branched filaments grow towards

the edge of the cell membrane, they continue branching. Thus, a dense branching

network of actin filaments is formed. Capping proteins prevent the formation of

long, unbranching actin filaments, thereby encouraging the formation of a dense

network. The branching network presses against the cell membrane (preventing

it from retracting as well as) applying force to extend the membrane further [84,

85].

Kage et al. [86] have argued that the main protrusive force which drives

membrane extension comes from formin-mediated actin filament polymerisation.

Formins are a family of proteins that are bound to the membrane and nucle-

ate long actin filaments. Kage et al.’s study determined that deletion of FMNL

formins reduced actin density and bundling in the lamellipodia without affecting

the structure of branching actin filament networks. The study also showed that

membrane protrusive forces were reduced and in some cases eliminated. Based on

this evidence, the apr2/3 nucleated actin branching network generates a support-

ive structure for the lamellipodia, while formin nucleated actin filaments drive the

spreading of the leading edge of the cell membrane.

As the protrusive forces from polymerising actin filaments push the membrane

further outwards, the surface tension of the stretching cell membrane increases,

pushing back onto the actin network of the lamellipodia. This force acting back-

wards from the membrane causes the whole actin network to be pushed backwards,

towards the centre of the platelet as more actin filaments continue to be nucleated
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at the leading edge of the cell membrane. This rearward flow of the actin network

is known as actin retro-grade flow. During retro-grade flow, the rear-most actin

filaments pass through the lamellum. The lamellum is the region that backs the

border of the lamellipodia and the inner core of the platelet. In the lamellum,

actin binding proteins such as ADF/cofilin cleave actin filaments to break them

down for recycling, to be reused in growing filaments [87]. Actin filament tread-

milling is the term used to describe the combined effects of: the actin network

growing at the leading edge, the retro-grade flow to the actin network, and the

breakdown of the old filaments to be recycled in the lamellum [88].

1.2.5 Focal Adhesions

During platelet adhesion and spreading, activated integrins interact with fibrin

filaments leading to microclustering of integrins around sites of platelet adhesion

[41]. These microclusters are the target for nascent focal adhesion formation

[89]. Focal adhesions are a complex of proteins such as focal adhesion kinase

(FAK), vinculin, paxillin, tensin and actin filaments that all grow around a core

of clustered integrin and their bound talin. For example, FAK can bind and

provide additional binding sites for structural and signalling proteins such as c-

Src, paxillin and tensin [90]. In the formation of nascent focal adhesions, talin

cross-links integrin to actin filaments. This forms a bridge between integrin and

the actin network in the lamellipodia, anchoring the platelet’s cytoskeleton to

its surrounding environment [91]. This integrin-talin-actin linkage, illustrated in

Figure 1.1, is the core force transmission pathway for the platelet [92, 93]. All

contractile forces are transmitted through this pathway and thus through talin.

Talin’s response to these forces is crucial to a properly functioning platelet [94].

The aggregation of integrin-talin complexes and subsequent binding of talin to

the lamellipodial actin network creates a force transmission pathway between the

platelet’s cytoskeleton and the extracellular environment. Platelets and thrombi

need to withstand external forces such as shear stress from the flow of blood. These

forces are transmitted through the platelet cytoskeleton to the focal adhesions.

The focal adhesions maintain a platelet’s adhesion to its substrate, either the site

of injury or the thrombus [95, 96].

Internal forces such as those generated from retrograde flow of the actin net-

work also pass through the focal adhesion. In the nascent focal adhesion stage,

the link between talin and the actin networks is transient. This allows the retro-

grade flow of actin to continue as talin unbinds and rebinds to the passing actin
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Actin Filaments

Talin

Integrin

Extra-cellular Matrix

Vinculin

Figure 1.1: Illustration of the force transmission pathway proteins and their connections to each
other. Colour code: blue, integrin; magenta, extracellular matrix (ECM); orange, talin; green,
vinculin; red, actin filaments.

filaments. The retro-grade flow of actin combined with the transient binding of

nascent focal adhesion leads to a friction like force on the actin network by talin

and a low traction force applied to the extracellular environment via integrin [97].

Applying traction forces to the external environment through the focal adhesions

results in a tensile force across the nascent focal adhesion. The tensile force is a

mechanical signal for talin to begin the maturation of the focal adhesion [98]. It

has been proposed that this tension requirement to form a mature focal adhesion

exists in order to select nascent focal adhesions that have successfully bound to

solid and stiff external substrates, allowing the efficient transfer of forces to the

thrombus and site of vascular injury [99, 100].

The maturation of focal adhesions involves the binding of vinculin to talin

and crosslinking to additional actin filaments [101]. Additionally, actin filaments

are reinforced by the localisation of α-actinin and myosin, and by crosslinking to

other nearby actin filaments. This forms a more rigid connection between the focal

adhesion and actin cytoskeleton, increasing the magnitude of forces transmitted

[102]. The localisation and binding of actin filaments with α-actinin and myosin

also begins the integration of the focal adhesion into the contractile machinery of

the platelet via the formation and growth of actin stress fibres [103].

In summary, during platelet activation, platelets change shape as their micro-

tubule ring is coiled and the existing actin network is dismantled. Integrins cluster

as they adhere the platelet to fibrinogen and fibrin filaments. New actin struc-

tures called filopodia and lamellipodia are generated that support and extend the
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platelet’s membrane. The extension of the membrane spreads the platelet on the

site of injury or on the thrombus. Membrane spreading increases the number of

integrins that can adhere as the surface area of the platelet increases. The actin

network that supports the spreading of the membrane is pushed backwards to-

wards the centre of the platelet due to the pressure of the membrane, this is called

actin retrograde flow [104]. Talins connected to integrins that have formed adhe-

sions transiently bind to this rearward flowing actin, resulting in tension forming

across the talin and integrin and transmitting traction forces to the external en-

vironment. The new integrin-talin-actin link is called a nascent focal adhesion.

The tension across talin is a mechanical signal which results in the recruitment

of focal adhesion proteins such as vinculin and FAK. These either reinforce the

connection between talin and the actin network or perform signalling functions.

This recruitment of signalling proteins and reinforcement of the nascent focal ad-

hesion to forming actin stress fibres is termed focal adhesion maturation. Focal

adhesion maturation enables higher platelet contractile force transmission to the

thrombus and site of injury.

1.2.6 Platelet Contraction

Activated platelets adhere and spread at sites of vascular injury and on thrombi.

Spreading enables platelets to adhere to as large an area as possible, find the

stiffest surfaces, and therefore apply as much contractile force to as much of their

surroundings as possible. This link between substrate stiffness and the level of

contractile forces measured is mentioned multiple times in literature covered in

the following section.

At some point in platelet spreading, a phase transition occurs, and the platelet

begins to undergo cycles of contraction and spreading [13]. Rauncher et al.

have suggested that this occurs when a membrane tension limit is reached [105].

Platelets contain a motor protein known as myosin-9 or human non-muscle heavy

chain myosin-IIa, or simply just myosin-IIa, that is responsible for the majority

of its contractile function [106]. Platelets’ contractile machinery is located mostly

near the centre of the cell with filament bundles called stress-fibres stretching

towards the periphery of the cell called transversal arcs. These along with ven-

tral stress fibres connect to mature focal adhesions via dorsal stress fibres [106].

These fibres and the contractile machinery at the centre of the cell are the acto-

myosin complex, composed of antiparallel actin filaments cross-linked by α-actinin

and myosin-IIa [107, 108]. When supplied with ATP and signalled by Mg2+, the
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myosin-IIa contracts, pulling parallel actin filaments past each other [109]. These

contractile fibres pull through the actin branching network in the lamellipodia to

the mature focal adhesions found at the lamella border. This allows the contrac-

tile filaments to pull the site of vascular injury and the thrombus towards the

centre of the platelet [110].

Cai et al. [111] confirmed the connection between the contraction of actin

filaments and the application of traction force to the extracellular matrix (ECM)

by using total internal reflection fluorescence microscopy (TIRF) and mouse em-

bryonic fibroblasts where the expression of myosin-IIa and myosin-IIb had been

prevented. Their research showed that restricting the expression of myosin-IIa

limited the cells’ ability to apply traction forces to the substrate, reduced actin

filament retrograde flow and caused the cells to spread at a higher rate. The con-

nection between myosin-IIa contraction and cell motility also applies to platelet

contraction. Platelet contraction can be considered a special form of cell motility

as it involves the same molecular machinery, but is used for isotropic contraction

of the cell and its surrounding environment [106].

The transition to full platelet contraction occurs when the traction force ex-

erted on focal adhesions is produced primarily from the actomyosin complex rather

than from actin filament retrograde flow. The force of this full contraction is trans-

mitted through the focal adhesion. The core focal adhesion proteins — integrin,

talin, vinculin and actin filaments — are therefore required to withstand and

transmit these forces.

Thrombus and platelet contractile forces have been measured using several

experimental methods. Early experiments by Jen et al. placed clots over an 800 µm

gap between two motile plates covered in fibrin in order to measure clot contraction

forces. Eighty minutes after clot activation with thrombin, the stiffness of the

motile platelets and the change in distance between them were used to estimate

the force from clot contraction. The clot contractile force was measured to be

0.5 nN [112]. Follow-up experiments by Carr et al. used the same experimental

paradigm but with a single motile plate. They observed that clot contraction

reached a steady state after 25 minutes with a contractile force between 0.3 nN to

0.4 nN [10].

A new experimental protocol was adapted by Liang et al. [113]. A grid of

silicone elastomer posts were constructed with a fluorescent marker atop each post.

The posts were coated in fibrinogen or fibronectin. A confocal microscope was

used to determine post deflection caused by thrombus contraction. This deflection,
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combined with known post stiffness was used to calculate a contractile force.

Platelet were seeded over the posts and activated with thrombin. Contractile

forces were measured at an average of 2.1± 0.1 nN.

Measuring clot contraction is useful for observing behaviour at the thrombus

level. However, extrapolating those results to determine platelet level contraction

is error-prone. The volume of the thrombus has to be measured and the total

number of platelets estimated from that volume. Per-platelet contraction is then

calculated. However, platelets do not contract uniformly throughout thrombi

because of individual platelet responses to substrate stiffness and differing rates

of activation [114, 115]. Therefore, studies began focusing on measuring individual

platelets.

Single platelets and their contractile forces were measured by Lam et al. using

atomic force microscopy (AFM) [114]. An AFM cantilever coated in fibrinogen

was set at different stiffnesses. Platelets were bound between the cantilever and a

solid surface, and were activated resulting in contraction. Lam et al. found that

complete contraction occurred 15 minutes after contact with fibrin. The range of

contractile forces measured were 1.5 nN to 79 nN, with an average of 19.0± 3.1 nN.

Platelets were also observed producing higher contractile forces when cantilever

stiffness was increased. The adhesion force of platelets to fibrin was determined to

be 69.0± 12.7 nN. Additionally, it was noted that the magnitude of the platelet

contraction force positively correlated with the adhesion strength and platelet

elasticity after contraction.

Schwarz Henriques et al. used traction force microscopy (TFM) to measure sin-

gle platelet contraction [116]. TFM makes use of a soft substrate with stiffnesses

in the sample’s physiologically relevant range. Deformations in the substrate are

measured visually via markers and traction forces are calculated using the defor-

mation displacements and substrate stiffness. Schwarz Henriques et al. used a

substrate with a stiffness of 4 kPa. Steady-state contraction was recorded after 25

minutes at ∼24 nN with larger platelets generating larger forces. The direction of

the traction forces was observed as moving towards the centre of the cell. Addi-

tionally, Schwarz Henriques observed that platelets contract nearly isotropically,

meaning that the platelet contracted towards its centre with even force from every

direction.

Qiu et al. performed a similar experiment to that described by Schwarz Hen-

riques et al. where a flexible substrate of polyacrylamide gel coated in fibrinogen

was used [115]. Qiu et al. recorded platelet adhesion and spreading on gels with
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differing stiffness at 0.5 kPa, 5 kPa and 50 kPa. They found that stiffer substrates

increase platelet adhesion and spreading. This corroborates Lam et al.’s observa-

tions on substrate stiffness altering platelet contractile forces.

Fibrin coated hydrogel of varying stiffness was used by Myers et al. to measure

platelet contractile forces. Their results agreed with Qiu et al.’s regarding sub-

strate stiffness. A gel stiffness of 25 kPa resulted in contraction forces of ∼6 nN

to ∼18 nN with a median of ∼10 nN and a gel with a stiffness of 75 kPa resulted

in ∼6 nN to ∼70 nN with a median of ∼30 nN. Additionally, Myers et al. iden-

tified that the Rho/ROCK pathway was linked to substrate stiffness-dependent

force response. ROCK inhibited platelets produced low contractile forces on high

stiffness substrate compared with a control platelet and ROCK inhibited platelet

on low stiffness substrates.

In summary, full platelet contraction is myosin-IIa dependent and is activated

by the combination of the RhoA/ROCK signalling pathway and local release of

ADP and Mg2+. Actin stress fibres, constructed from antiparallel actin filaments

cross-linked with myosin and α-actinin, transmit contractile forces from the centre

of the platelet to mature focal adhesions. Mature focal adhesion are sites of

integrin clustering where the connection between talin and the actin network

have been reinforced by focal adhesion proteins. The reinforcement is started

from sustained tension across the integrin-talin-actin complex. The tensile forces

are the result of actin retrograde flow, actomyosin contraction or external forces

acting on the platelet. The mature focal adhesions transmit traction forces (via the

actin-talin-integrin link) to the platelet adhered substrate, the thrombus, or site

of vascular injury. Experimental measurements of whole clot contraction forces

per-platelet were relatively low, 0.3 nN to 2.1 nN, when compared to studies of

individual platelet contractile forces averaging 19 nN to 30 nN and peaking at

∼70 nN. This is likely the result of the different mechanical environments of a

thrombi and hydrogel surfaces. Substrate stiffness plays a large role in modulating

platelet contractile forces with higher stiffness resulting in larger contractile forces.

A stiffer substrate may increase tension across talin from actin retrograde flow,

signalling for increased reinforcement of focal adhesions. Focal adhesions with

more reinforced links to the actin cytoskeleton could increase the magnitude of

traction force transmitted to the platelet external environment.
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1.2.7 Talin Structure Overview and Mechanical Properties

Talin is a structural component of platelet focal adhesions and is the core connec-

tion between integrin, the actin cytoskeleton, and the cytoskeleton’s contractile

machinery. Talin is a large (270 kDa) protein that binds to integrin’s cytoplasmic

tail through its integrin binding site (IBS) at talin’s head [117, 118]. Talin also

binds to the actin network primarily through the actin bind site (ABS) at its tail.

Talin contains two distinctive domains, the head domain and the rod domain,

connected by an unstructured linking region. The head domain contains the F0

subdomain and a FERM region (F1-F3) which has an integrin binding site (IBS1)

and sites to bind signalling proteins (such as FAK and RIAM) [119]. The talin

rod domain contains 13 alpha-helix coiled coils or bundles and a single alpha-

helix subdomain that allows for the formation of a talin dimer complex, where

talin binds to another talin [120]. In talin’s resting state (unactivated), it has an

auto-inhibited conformation where the F3 domain in the head of the protein binds

to the R9 domain in the rod domain. This auto-inhibition occludes a number of

binding sites for actin and vinculin [121]. Therefore, talin must first be activated

before integrin binding can take place. The activation of talin occurs through the

binding of Rap1 or RIAM/Rap1 complex, which displaces the R9 domain from the

auto-inhibiting binding site in the head domain [37]. After Rap1 or RIAM/Rap1

binds and activates talin, it localises both of them to the cytoplasmic tail of

integrin αIIbβ3 in order to bind to and activate it [122–124].

Talin’s rod domain can make use of transient unfolding and refolding of its

alpha-helix coiled-coil subdomains (rod subdomain being another term to describe

a bundle) to dampen sudden external forces [125]. A sudden, large force from a

platelet impacting the edge of a thrombus can temporarily unfold a number of

bundles, causing an extension in talin’s length. Without a continuous external

force the bundles quickly refold, preventing binding of ligands to cryptic binding

sites. This produces a signalling response while also preparing the structure to

withstand any future force shocks. Talin’s extension reduces the magnitude of

the force transmitted to the cytoskeleton and thus reduces the potential damage

from excessive to the cytoskeleton or the contractile machinery. This behaviour

has been measured and likened to a mechanical shock absorber which prevents

excessive forces from being transmitted to other platelets in a thrombus and into

the internal cytoskeleton [12].
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1.2.8 Rod Domain Structure and Signalling

The 13 alpha-helix rod subdomains (R1-R13) contain binding sites for several

proteins such as RIAM, vinculin, actin and a second integrin binding site (IBS2)

[7]. The rod domains consist of either four or five alpha-helices that are folded in

a coiled-coil conformation at resting state. The 11 vinculin binding sites (shown

in red in Figure 1.2) are cryptic while the bundles are folded and only accessible

when fully unfolded after sufficient tension has been exerted [6, 101, 125]. The

unfolding of talin’s rod domains enables it to act as a mechanosensing signalling

protein, where specific binding sites are available or hidden depending on the force

acting on talin [3]. For example, after Rap1 or RIAM/Rap1 binds to and activates

talin, it is ejected from the surface of the alpha-helix bundle once sufficient force

cause the subdomain to unfold. This leaves the cryptic binding site for vinculin

accessible [126].

FERM Domain

F0 F1 F2 F3

Rod Domain

R1

R2

R3

R4

R5 R6 R7

R8

R9 R10 R11 R12 R13Unstructured
Linker

DD

Figure 1.2: A graphical representation of the complete talin protein with labels of the FERM,
unstructured linker and rod domain. All subdomains are labelled and the alpha-helices high-
lighted in red contain vinculin binding sites. The F3 domain highlighted in blue contains the
primary integrin binding sites and the green highlighted R13 and DD domains contain the pri-
mary actin binding site. The auto-inhibition domains F3 and R9 are highlighted in yellow.
Rap1/RIAM binds to F3, displacing the R9 domain and activated platelets.

During platelet spreading and even more so during platelet contraction, in-

ternal forces from actomyosin contraction and actin retro-grade flow apply force

to the C-terminal end of talin [127]. The N-terminal region of talin is bound to

integrin and the external environment. The pulling force from actin retro-grade

flow on the C-terminal end of talin produces a tensile force across the length of

talin’s rod domain [128]. After an initial force threshold has been reached, the

first alpha-helix bundle unfolds long enough to enable vinculin to bind to the

cryptic binding site and prevent the subdomain from refolding [126]. The other

end of vinculin is able to bind to the actin cytoskeleton. This additional binding

increases the tensile strength and rigidity of the connection, thus enabling higher

forces to be transmitted to ECM [129]. If the force across talin increases very

quickly, not enough of the additional vinculin connections are made before the

de-bonding force thresholds are reached and the focal adhesion dismantles. On
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the other hand, if the force across talin increases very slowly or does not increase

sufficiently, no additional vinculin connections are made resulting in low rigidity

and low force transmission. This also leads to focal adhesion recycling [130]. The

changing availability of binding sites is key to the management of the formation,

maturation and dismantling of focal adhesions [7]. The force threshold at which

each talin rod domain unfolds, determines the resulting signalling response such

as the binding of a structural protein like vinculin, or the binding or ejection

of another signalling protein. Understanding when talin produces its signalling

response to forces will improve our ability to predict the dynamics of platelet ac-

tivation, spreading, and contraction. Therefore, experiments that have attempted

to determine these force thresholds (but only partially succeeded) are discussed

in the following section.

1.2.9 Talin Stretching Experiments

Magnetic tweezers are a method for measuring forces across and extension of

protein sections. Protein sections are bound between a static, flat substrate and

a paramagnetic bead. Force is applied to the bead by a movable magnet and the

magnitude of the applied force is controlled by altering the distance of the magnet

to the bead. The position of the bead is determined using a charge-coupled device

camera sensor that captures the interference pattern of light scattering off the bead

from a collimated LED [131].

Magnetic tweezers were used by del Rio et al. to stretch a section of talin

containing the first 12 helices of the rod domain, equating to the first three helix

bundles minus R3’s last helix [101]. The magnetic tweezers experiment was con-

ducted by binding one end of a rod subdomain section to a flat substrate. The

other end was attached to a magnetic bead. The distance between the substrate

and the magnetic bead was controlled by manipulating the magnetic field around

the bead. Unfolding events were detected through the binding of a fluorescence

molecular to vinculin binding sites. At the end of the experiment, excess fluores-

cent molecules were washed away and TIRF microscopy was used to measure the

intensity of the bound molecules. Higher intensities indictaed a higher number

of unfolding events revealing vinculin binding sites occurred. Del Rio et al. used

a force-clamp mode to create a displacement that resulted in a constant force

through the section of talin’s rod domain. Up to three unfolding events were

recorded at a force of 12 pN.

Del Rio et al. then used AFM to measure the unfolding forces across the
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same section of talin’s rod domain. At this time magnetic tweezers had difficultly

accurately measuring forces larger than 20 pN for short section of proteins such

as the section of talin’s rod domain used here [132]. Five unfolding peaks were

detected between 29 pN to 51 pN with an average variance of 21.6 pN (Yao et al.

determined that the range of force for which talin’s domains unfold between is

∼5 pN to ∼25 pN [12], this will be discussed later in this subsection). The force

ranges from del Rio et al.’s experiment are approximately a factor of two larger

than the physiologically relevant range for talin. Additionally, the high variance

in the forces makes it very difficult to determine which helix bundles were related

to which force peaks. This is caused by the use of AFM to measure the forces.

AFM uses a large apparatus and the cantilevers have relatively high stiffness. This

results in a lower bound of the force range that can be applied by the cantilever

and measured, decreasing the accuracy of low forces recorded [133].

Early magnetic tweezer experiments were unable to accurately measure forces

larger than 20 pN for tether lengths shorter than 1µm (tether length includes the

length of the protein section). Unfolding protein subdomains usually require forces

ranging from ∼1 pN to >100 pN [133]. Therefore, techniques had to be created to

overcome the magnetic tweezer’s 20 pN limitation. Chen et al. designed a novel

force calibration approach to enable accurate, sub-pico newton force measure-

ments in the range of 1 pN to 100 pN for use with short length protein segments

and short strand DNA [132].

This new magnetic tweezer calibration technique was used by Yao et al. to

measure the force-extension characteristics of the complete R1 through R3 rod

domain segment of talin [8], compared to the incomplete R1 through R3 segment

from del Rio et al. The rod domain segment was stretched at a force loading

rate of 5 pN s−1 until fully unfolded. The segment began unfolding at ∼5 pN and

was fully unfolded at ∼25 pN. Stretching was followed by a decrease of force to

0.5 pN and the rod section refolded completely within one minute. Multiple cycles

of stretching and relaxing were measured on the same sample of talin and three

major, independent unfolding events were observed in more than 10 cycles. At

forces of ∼5 pN rapid equilibrium unfolding/refolding events were recorded. The

R3 domain was identified as the domain producing these rapid unfolding/refolding

events. This was done by generating a mutant form of the rod section that altered

four threonine residues to hydrophobic valine and isoleucine. This stabilised the

hydrophobic core of R3. After stretching experiments with this mutant form, the

5 pN unfolding event shifted to 8 pN. The result of these experiments was the
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recording of three unfolding events at the ∼5 pN, ∼15 pN and ∼20 pN marks.

Specifically, the ∼5 pN event was linked to the R3 domain while the remaining

two could not be linked.

Yao et al. also showed that once vinculin binding sites were exposed and

vinculin successfully bound to them, the alpha-helix bundles were unable to refold

at lower forces, locking them in an unfolded conformation [8]. The vinculin head

also dissociated from the talin rod domain at forces higher than 35 pN, possibly

as a result of helix-to-coil transitions in the alpha-helices.

Further work by Yao et al. reported in a subsequent paper investigated the

unfolding characteristics of the full rod domain of talin by separating the rod into

four groups and stretching them [12]. All groups were stretched from 0.5 pN to

40 pN at a loading rate of ∼3.8 pN s−1. After all domains were unfolded, force

loading was reduced to 0.5 pN for 60 s. This cycle of stretching and relaxing

was completed multiple times for all four groups of rod domains. Yao et al.

also recorded the unfolding response for the full length rod domain. A trace of

the force-extension curves is shown in Figure 1.3. Twelve unfolding events were

recorded between ∼5 pN to ∼24 pN for the full length talin rod. Eleven unfolding

events had an extension of ∼30 nm to 40 nm and one had an extension of ∼80 nm,

double the extension of the others.

It was determined that the longer 80 nm extension was caused by the simulta-

neous unfolding of the R7 and R8 domain. The R7 and R8 subdomains are unique

in the talin rod domain because they are not in a sequential chain. Gingras et al.

proposed that the four helices of the R8 subdomain are instead inserted between

the third and fourth alpha-helices of the R7 subdomain [134]. The R7-8 subdo-

mains together unfold at around 15 pN. Yao et al. took a separate measurement of

the R8 domain from R7 and observed it unfolded at ∼5 pN. Combining Gingras

et al.’s structural work and Yao et al.’s measurements, three of the thirteen rod

domains can be linked to their corresponding unfolding events. The R3 and R8

subdomains to ∼5 pN and the R7 subdomain to ∼15 pN. This and the unfolding

data for the full rod domain from Yao et al. will be used as a baseline comparison

for the force results from the simulation developed for this thesis.

1.2.10 Talin Simulations

As only three of the rod domains have been linked to their unfolding events via

experimentation, attempts have been made to calculate the unfolding forces via

structural simulations. Below, several examples of simulations used to determine
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Figure 1.3: A trace of Figure 2a from of [12]. Multiple unfolding force vs. extension curves
of talin rod domain at 3.8 pN s−1 loading rate. Each coloured curve corresponds to a seperate
stretching cycle. The R3 domain unfolding event is highlighted by the box and the double length
unfolding event highlighted with a ’*’.

talin rod domain unfolding forces are described. The purpose of this section is to

describe the current standard simulation methodology for molecular simulations

of protein structures such as talin and show why this methodology is not suitable

for accomplishing the goal of this thesis.

Using the data from their unfolding and refolding experiments of groups of

talin rod domain bundles, Yao et al. developed a statistical model for the unfold-

ing events of talin. The rod domain bundles were grouped into R1-2, R3, R4-6,

R7-8 and R9-12. The physiological extension of talin in vivo is 50 nm to 350 nm

[125, 135]. The unfolding and refolding rates were calculated for each group of

rod domains and statistical simulations were conducted for the full rod domain.

The whole talin rod domain was held at ∼100 nm and ∼200 nm. At ∼100 nm

of extension, the average force across talin was estimated to be 4.73 pN. After

extending to ∼200 nm, the force was 6.45 pN. Using this simulation and based on

the average extension of talin, Yao et al. determined that six or seven alpha-helix

bundles unfold and the mean force across talin’s rod domain did not exceed 10 pN.

In the simulation, the change in force across the rod domain was small as the ex-
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tension was increased. This suggested that talin could unfold and refold domains

in order to maintain a desired tension across its length, thereby mediating the

forces transmitted through it. Unfortunately, this method cannot link additional

alpha-helix bundles to their corresponding unfolding event. This is because the

unfolding forces of the grouped rod domain bundles cannot be separated from

each other. However, it does describe the maximum average force across talin

and the number of subdomain that would unfold below that value.

Other types of simulations such as molecular dynamics have been used to try

to determine the unfolding force thresholds for talin’s rod domain. These simu-

lations rely on protein structural data. Traditional all-atom molecular dynamics

simulations (MD) calculate interaction energies for bonded and non-bonded in-

teractions between the atoms or approximated structures in a specified model. At

set simulation intervals, the simulation re-calculates the potential energy for all

interactions to a very high level of precision. This has a large computational cost

that does not scale linearly with the size of the model. Talin’s rod domain is a

large ∼210 kDa protein that is computationally expensive to simulate in all-atom

molecular dynamics [136]. Additionally, talin’s unfolding mechanics occur over

the course of seconds [137]. Normal time scales for molecular dynamics simula-

tions are in the order of picoseconds to nanoseconds, with femtosecond simulation

intervals [138–140]. The femtosecond simulation intervals are required to avoid

sampling errors (called discretisation errors) when calculating atomic positions

[140]. Atom positions can fluctuate at very high frequencies and these position

fluctuations need to be captured for an accurate simulation. Therefore, it is com-

mon to simulate smaller sections of the rod domain independently of each other

and to use a modelling or simulation methodology that further reduces the com-

putational complexity such as coarse-grained molecular dynamics or a modified

force-field simulation.

Steered molecular dynamics (SMD) is a modification of the standard molecu-

lar dynamics approach. Rather than calculating an energy minimum for a protein

model and possible ligands, SMD simulations apply an external force to one or

multiple parts of a protein model and thus ‘steer ’ the unfolding or conformational

changes in the model. This technique has been used by Haining et al. to un-

fold individual alpha-helix bundles of talin’s rod domain by applying a constant

velocity pull [9]. Two constant velocity rate experiments were conducted, one

at 0.1 nm ns−1 and one at 2 nm ns−1 for 60 and 35 ns respectively. The result-

ing force vs. extension data for each alpha-helix bundle were grouped into three
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categories: weak, intermediate and strong. Weak force bundles unfolded before

500 pN. This group contained the R3, R4, R6 and R10 bundles. The intermediate

bundles R7(8), R11 and R12 unfolded between 500 pN and 1000 pN. Finally, the

strong bundles of R5 and R9 unfolded above 1000 pN. Further work by Haining

et al. focused on the R7 and R8 bundle, and using SMD they determined that

the R7 bundle unfolds around 500 pN and the R8 bundle unfolds around 300 pN

[141]. Other work using SMD by Mykuliak et al. also simulated talin rod domain

alpha-helix bundles [142, 143]. At 2 nm ns−1 constant pull velocity, the R3, R8

and R9 bundles unfolded at 300 pN, 350 pN and 400 pN respectively.

Mykuliak et al. also used coarse-grained molecular dynamics simulations to

investigate the R3 and R9 bundles. Coarse-grained molecular dynamics makes

use of approximated protein structures to reduce the number of interactions that

need to be calculated [144]. In the case of Mykuliak et al., united atoms were used

to approximate whole amino-acids, resulting in a serial chain of united atoms

that were positioned at each amino-acid’s carbon-alpha. The electrostatic and

chemical properties of each of the united atoms were determined based on statis-

tical analysis of the properties of the original amino-acid. Because of the simpli-

fied protein model, a larger number of simulation intervals were used during the

coarse-grained simulations. Additionally, a constant pulling velocity of 0.05 pN

was chosen. The resulting forces for R3 and R9 peaked at 150 pN and 100 pN re-

spectively. This method of using more approximated protein structures produced

much lower forces than the all-atom or steered molecular dynamics approach.

Still, they remain ten times larger than the physiologically relevant range of talin

unfolding forces.

Compared to the physiologically relevant range of forces for talin (∼5 pN

to ∼25 pN), molecular dynamics simulations force results are erroneously large.

Haining et al. reported forces in the range of 500 pN to 1500 pN, up to sixty times

larger than the physiologically relevant range, and Mykuliak et al. reported forces

in the range of 100 pN to 350 pN, up to 14 times larger than the physiologically

relevant range. As such, they cannot be used to determine the unfolding forces of

talin’s rod domain or link those forces to their corresponding alpha-helix bundle.

Haining et al. mentioned these inflated force values in their 2016 paper:

“Due to the character of the simulations, calculated unfolding forces

from SMD are only relative and cannot be directly compared to the ex-

perimental unfolding forces. [...] Moreover, small differences in struc-

tural changes result in large changes in the calculated force magnitude.
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Hence, SMD unfolding force is used here only for pattern analysis and

talin rod domain stability classification, but not for providing predic-

tions for the absolute unfolding force. [...] It is also good to keep

in mind that the cellular processes may happen in the time frame of

milliseconds to hours, not reachable by all-atom simulations.” [9]

By the authors own admission, molecular dynamics simulations do not work

if the goal is to calculate the absolute unfolding forces for structures such as

talin’s rod domain. Determining the exact unfolding force for the rod domains of

talin enables the prediction of talin’s signalling response to forces and therefore,

the prediction of focal adhesion and platelet responses to force. Thus, in order

to calculate the unfolding force values of talin’s rod domain, a new simulation

methodology needs to be developed that did not share the same limitations as

molecular dynamics. This new methodology must: calculate directly in the force

domain, rather than convert changes in potential energy to force; and have its

architecture designed such that it can operate at the spatial and temporal scales of

the unfolding of talin’s rod domain, millisecond to second timescale and nanometre

distances.

Some of the key points from this literature review for the remainder of the

thesis are: integrins and talin form focal adhesions that platelets use to adhere

to the ECM and thrombus. Talin is the key force transmission pathway between

the platelet’s contractile machinery and the thrombus/vascular injury. The un-

folding of talin’s rod domains determines talin’s response to internal and external

forces. Talin’s full unfolding response has been measured through stretching ex-

periments, but only three subdomains (R3, R7 and R8) have been linked to their

corresponding unfolding event. Traditional molecular dynamics simulations of

talin have resulted in calculated unfolding forces tens of times higher than the

physiologically relevant range of forces for talin. Therefore, these cannot be used

to link more domains to their corresponding unfolding events.

1.3 Forces and Force-Field Calculations

In the previous section, key biological concepts have been described. In this

section, mathematical and engineering concepts that were used in the simulation

are discussed in detail. These key concepts are: the molecular dynamics algorithm

and general force-field equations; coarse-grained molecular models; and finally,

intermolecular interactions. Various issues we’re raised in regard to the results of
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the molecular dynamics approach. However, that does not mean that all aspects

of the approach were unsuitable and that there was nothing to gain by exploring

these approaches further. Therefore, in this section concepts used in molecular

dynamics are discussed and pitfalls to be avoided as well as usable elements for

the purpose of this thesis are identified.

1.3.1 Force-Fields and Molecular Dynamics

Molecular dynamics is the computational biology field that parameterises the

movement, interaction, and energy of atoms and molecules for use in computer

simulation. In the late 20th century, computer hardware was capable of simu-

lating small proteins and molecular dynamics beause a useful tool for analysing

biomolecules and protein structures. Some of the most popular molecular dynam-

ics software still in use today are listed below in Table 1.1. The software were often

developed alongside a custom force-field which originally were designed to repli-

cate specific experimental findings or setups (AMBER[145], CHARMM[146]), or

to improve a general aspect of molecular dynamics simulations (GROMACS[147],

NAMD[148]).

Table 1.1: List of Popular Molecular Dynamics Software and Notable Differences or Goals.

Name Created At Original Differences or Goals

AMBER
University of California,
San Francisco (1994)

Parameters Fitted for Simulation
in Aquaous Solution

CHARMM
University of Harvard
(1983)

Additional Improper Dyhedral Terms
and Explicit Solvation

GROMACS
University of Groningen
(1978)

High-speed Efficient Simulations

NAMD
University of Illinois
(1995)

Highly Parallelised Computing Systems

For molecular dynamics, a force-field is characterised as a collection of equa-

tions and parameters that are used to calculate the potential energy of a system

of atoms. The force-field equations in molecular dynamics are based on some of

the same concepts as force-fields in classical physics. However, they describe the

interatomic potential energies of the interactions within a system rather than cal-

culating a vector-field of interaction force at several positions in space. Through

the calculation of the potential energy, the position of elements in the protein

structure are updated in an attempt to minimise the energy level of the system

and thereby find the proteins most stable conformation.
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The components of force-field equations can be separated into two groups:

bonded and non-bonded potentials. The general equation for a standard force-

field for bonded and non-bonded interactions is shown in Equation 1.1 following

the notation of [149].

Etotal =
∑
bonds

kr(r − req)2 (1.1a)

+
∑
angles

kθ(θ − θeq)2 (1.1b)

+
∑

dihedrals

kφ(1 + cos [nφ− γ]) (1.1c)

+
∑

impropers

kω(ω − ωeq)2 (1.1d)

+
atoms∑
i<j

εij

[(
rm
rij

)12

− 2

(
rm
rij

)6
]

(1.1e)

+
atoms∑
i<j

qiqj
4πε0rij

(1.1f)

Where r is bond length, θ is atomic angle, φ is dihedral angle, ω is improper

dihedral angle, rij is the distance between atom i and atom j, kr, kθ, kφ and kω

are force constants, req, θeq and ωeq equilibrium positions, the dihedral term is

a periodic term characterised by a force constant kω, multiplicity n and phase

shift γ, εij is related to the Lennard-Jones well depth, rm is the distance at which

the potential reaches its minimum, qi and qj are the electrostatic charges of the

respective atoms, and ε0 is the dielectric constant. The bonded potentials in-

clude bond length (1.1a), bond angle (1.1b), proper (1.1c) and improper dihedral

(1.1d). The non-bonded potentials include the electrostatic (1.1f) and van der

Waal interactions (1.1e).

The terms represented in these groups scale between the world of quantum me-

chanics and classical physics (Figure 1.4). Because of this, the force-field param-

eters are often derived from multiple sources, including empirical approximation

and quantum mechanics simulations [150, 151]. This thesis focuses primarily on

the non-bonded, long-range electrostatic interactions. Terms 1.1a to 1.1d were ig-

nored as their effect was smaller than the spatial scale of interest. In other words,

while the effect of bonded terms above are to maintain the helices’ structure, the

focus of this work is on the interaction forces between alpha-helices. Therefore,

at this scale, the effect of the bonded-terms on inter-helix interactions forces are
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negligible. Additionally, the term in 1.1e was not considered. The Lennard-Jones

potential, while it has a weak long-range effect, is an experimental relationship

and its inclusion would interfere with just considering term 1.1f which is a version

of Coulomb’s Law.
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Figure 1.4: Diagram to illustrate the overlap between quantum mechanics (red line) and classi-
cal physics (blue line). The force-field bonded terms deal with atomic interactions and therefore
are governed primarily by quantum mechanics. The term for the non-bonded long-range elec-
trostatic interactions such as those between charged sidechain, is governed primarily by classical
physical. Lennard-Jones, short-range electrostatic interaction and the hydrophobic effect occur
within the overlap region.

The basic molecular dynamics algorithm (shown in Equation 1.2) seeks to

minimise the potential energy value, Epot (which includes all components from

the force-field Equation 1.1), as this results in the most stable conformation of

the simulated proteins. The steps of this algorithm are as follows. Where Epot is

potential energy, t is simulation time, dt is simulation interval. For each ith atom

of all N simulated atoms: xi is the R3 atom coordinate, Fi is force component,

ai is acceleration, vi is velocity and mi is atomic mass. The trajectories are an

ordered list of R3 atomic coordinates. For coarse-grained simulations, the atoms

are simply substituted with their pseudo-atom representations. Pseudo-atoms

are an approximation of positions and properties of real atoms used to combine

multiple atoms into a single object.

1. Calculate the potential energy of the system of atoms using force-field equa-

tions.

Epot(Xi) (1.2a)
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2. Determine the forces applied to each atom from the change in potential

energy and position from the previous time-step.

Fi = −δEpot
δXi

(1.2b)

3. Numerically integrate the acceleration to determine the velocity and change

in position of all atoms and update their trajectories. Here, the method of

determining the change in velocity and position is a form of Euler Integra-

tion.

ai =
Fi
mi

(1.2c)

vi(t+ dt) = v(t)i + aidt (1.2d)

xi(t+ dt) = x(t)i + vidt (1.2e)

As discussed in Section 1.2.10 of the literature review, when molecular dynam-

ics simulations are used to calculate unfolding forces for proteins, the resulting

values are orders of magnitude larger than expected. This indicates that some-

thing is going wrong either with the input data used, the force-field equations or

the molecular dynamics algorithm. It is possibly a result of the complex interac-

tion of quantum scale interactions and classical physics due to the spatial scales

being investigated. The force-field equations shown in Equation 1.1 and the Euler

integration steps in Equation 1.2 highlight this point. The first five terms of the

force-field equation are classical empirical approximations for quantum behaviour,

with the final term representing a fully classical law. These classical approxima-

tions are then integrated to find the resulting change in position as if they were

determined by Newtonian interactions. As the research covered in this thesis is

primarily interested in the interactions of force at the protein domain scale, the

complex intersection of classical and quantum was avoided by choosing to operate

only within the domain of classical physics. Working directly with forces also

removed the required step of converting from potential energy to force values,

further simplifying calculations.

1.3.2 Hydrophobicity

The six components shown in Equation 1.1 are often augmented with an addi-

tional non-bonded interaction called a solvent interaction. Solvent interactions
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cover all effects of a protein or biomolecule simulated in aqueous solutions. Most

importantly, this covers the hydrophobic effect which. This is an important fac-

tor of protein folding and considered equivalent in magnitude to the electrostatic

interactions [152]. There are two common ways to include the effects of solvent

interactions in the force-field equations: an explicit solvent where each water

molecule is individually simulated in the same way as every other atom within

an all-atom simulation, or via an implicit solvation component using either an

accessible surface area (ASA) or a continuum electrostatic model [153].

Molecular dynamics simulations of large proteins, or over long time-scales, are

in practive unable to use explicit solvation calculations due to the high compu-

tational costs. Implicit solvation is used instead. However, as the hydrophobic

effect is an enthalpic effect on the whole system, it is hard to approximate it con-

tribution to the potential energy of a system and harder still to resolve it to a

force interaction. Implicit solvation calculations such as ASA where an approxi-

mated area of interaction is used to calculate a proportional energy potential, are

empirical solutions that have been shown to good approximations of experimental

measurements [154].

1.3.3 Structural Coarse-grained Approximations

In section 1.2.10 of the literature review, previous molecular dynamics research

highlighted the difficulties of computing large protein structures at atomic spatial

resolutions. These difficulties included the requirement of small simulation time-

intervals to capture fast atomic motions and the impractically high computational

costs of running long duration simulations, due to the large number of simulation

objects. Therefore, to minimise these issues and to improve the computational

efficiency of the simulations discussed in this thesis, a structural approximation

similar to coarse-grained simulations was adopted. For that reason, coarse-grained

approximations are briefly described here.

Coarse-grained structural approximation techniques such as C-alpha, C-beta

and sidechain (CABS) [155], united residue (UNRES) [156] and Levitt-Warshel

[157] simplify amino-acid residue structures to varying levels of detail. For exam-

ple, the Levitt-Warshel model simplifies each residue down to two united-atoms

(also called pseudo-atoms) corresponding to a backbone position and a sidechain

position, and the CABS model approximates sidechains as two positions in a serial

chain. The term pseudo-atom or united-atom is used to describe a single atom-like

object that acts as the approximation for the positions and physical properties
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of the corresponding real atoms that have been combined [158]. These approxi-

mations allow for faster simulation times or a larger simulation intervals as they

reduce the number of objects in the simulation. For the sidechain approximation

in this thesis, the Levitt-Warshel model was adapted. This was called the Single

Pseudo Atom (SPA) approximation. The choice of structural approximation is

covered in more detail in Section 5.2 of the discussion chapter.

1.3.4 Electrostatic Interactions

The key interaction in the simulation framework developed as part of this thesis

is the electrostatic interaction. Using Coulomb’s law, the force generated by each

pair of sidechains between alpha-helices can be determined. Coulomb’s law can

be derived from Gauss’s law, one of Maxwell’s equations. A simple derivation of

Coulomb’s law for interaction forces between two point charges is given below.

Gauss’s law in integral form states that the electric flux through an enclosed

area of a surface is equal to 1
ε0

times the total amount of charge contained in the

region (Equation 1.3a). E is the electric field passing through the area dS, Qtotal

is the total amount of charge and ε0 is the permittivity of free space.

The flux is:

˛
E.dS =

Qtotal

ε0
(1.3a)

For a point charge q, a Gaussian sphere can be drawn around the point charge

with a radius of r. According to symmetric consideration, the magnitude of the

electric field E is equivalent at all points on the surface of the Gaussian sphere.

For an area element dS on the surface of the Gaussian sphere, the angle between

the electric field and the area element is defined as a face normal 0◦. The flux

through the area can be determined as follows:

˛
E.dS =

ˆ
EdS cos 0◦ =

ˆ
|E||dS| (1.3b)

As the electric field is constant, the area element is integrated as follows:

˛
E.dS = |E|

ˆ
dS

= |E|(4πr2)
(1.3c)

Therefore, substituting in Gauss’s law, we get the equation below where E is

the magnitude of the electric field at point distance r from the point charge q.
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|E|(4πr2) =
q

ε0

hence, ⇒ |E| = q

4πε0r2

(1.3d)

The direction for E is defined as the vector from the point charge to the

position in space where E is calculated. The force applied to a point charge

within an electric field is given as:

F = q0E (1.3e)

If a second point charge q0 is placed at the same point where E was previously

measured in 1.3d, then the magnitude of the force acting on the second charge is

as follows, where F has the same direction as E:

F =
q0q

4πε0r2
(1.3f)

In short, molecular dynamics simulations operate in the energy domain, us-

ing force-field equations. Converting these energy potentials into output force

may result in errors. Therefore, the simulation framework developed in this the-

sis operates directly within the force domain to bypass this issue. Coarse-grained

approximations are used as they simplify simulation objects, allowing for less com-

putationally expensive simulations. The new simulation focuses on electrostatic

interactions as these are one of the largest force by magnitude in protein folding.

1.4 Literature Summary

As previously highlighted, platelets play a key role in haemostasis by closing

vascular wounds. However, abnormalities in their signalling response, activation,

or adhesion mechanics can lead to serious disorders and diseases. Talin activates

integrin αIIbβ3, a major adhesion receptor in the platelet activation pathway

that binds to exposed collagen-bound vWF or to fibrinogen and fibrin in the

forming thrombus. Additionally, talin mediates platelet adhesion by signalling the

development of nascent focal adhesions and their maturation. Talin-1 knockdown

studies in mice platelets have shown that talin is required for integrin activation

and a lack of talin results in fully impaired haemostatic function of platelets and

failure to form thrombi [94, 122, 159, 160]. Therefore, talin is a major factor in

platelet activation and subsequent adhesion dynamics, and to better understand

platelets, our understanding of talin’s response to forces and what forces result in
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each signalling response need to be improved.

Previous experimental work has explored the unfolding dynamics of talin’s

mechanosensitive rod domain by stretching it using optical and magnetic tweezers

[8, 101, 161, 162]. Because of this, the R3, R7 and R8 subdomains were linked

to their unfolding force thresholds of ∼5 pN, ∼15 pN and ∼5 pN respectively.

Statistical simulations have been developed using the unfolding and refolding rate

kinetics of the rod domains [12]. From these results, it was determined that the

average tensile forces across talin do not exceed 10 pN. Additionally, it estimated

that only six or seven of the rod domains unfold at or below this force level.

Therefore, only one domain has been determined to unfold in the physiologically

relevant range of forces for talin, the R3 domain at ∼5 pN. Even though the R8

domain also unfolds at around the same force magnitude as R3, it is protected

within the R7 domain which unfolds at forces greater than 10 pN.

Alternatively, theoretical approaches using molecular dynamics simulations

have been used to study the unfolding of talin’s rod domains. Molecular dynamics

simulations calculate the potential energy of a protein structure through the use

of parameterised force-field equations. However, due to the inherent limitations of

molecular dynamics simulations when unfolding force values of protein structures,

the unfolding force results have been erroneously large in magnitude. All-atom

molecular dynamics models offer a way to get a detailed perspective of the atomic

level of the interactions between structures within the alpha-helix bundles [141,

163]. However, they have the specific disadvantage that they can only simulate

small portions of proteins over short time durations, often operating at the order

of 1 fs to 2 fs to avoid sampling errors of the highest frequency motion within

the simulation [164]. The computational cost of simulating protein structures at

such high temporal accuracy forces the choice between the level of complexity of

the structure or the length of the simulation. Additionally, when estimating rod

domain unfolding forces, molecular dynamics simulations have calculated forces

in the range of 0.1 nN to 1.5 nN. This is closer to the range of whole platelet

contractile forces and up to 250 times larger than the estimated maximum force

talin would normally experience.

To overcome the limitations of current simulation approaches, a new simulation

framework and methodology were developed specifically for estimating unfolding

forces in protein domains.
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1.5 Thesis Overview

In order to answer the research question, the following elements will be discussed:

In Chapter Two, the forces present in platelets and their core force transmission

pathway are discussed, followed by a description of exploratory simulations of

talin that informed the requirements for the alpha-helix model and simulation

framework that were developed as part of this thesis. In Chapter Three, the

alpha-helix model and its backbone and sidechain approximations are detailed,

along with the generation of the models from pdb structural data. The mathe-

matical definitions for the attachment of local coordinate frames are explained,

followed by the implementation of the simulation framework and an example sim-

ulation. Chapter Four covers the validation of the alpha-helix model’s backbone

and sidechain components and the presentation of the initial static force simula-

tion results. After this the structural optimisation work is explained, finishing in

a comparison between experiment data and molecular dynamics data from liter-

ature to the original simulation results and the simulation results after structural

optimisation. In chapter Five, a number of key issues that arose during and after

the development of the simulation are covered, such as hydrophobic interaction

approximation and segmenting the alpha-helix backbone model.
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2 Forces in Platelets & Defining the

Requirements for the Simulation

Framework

In the previous chapter, platelets and their core force transmission pathway were

discussed. This pathway links the internal contractile machinery of the platelet

(and the cytoskeleton) to focal adhesions containing talin and integrin. The trans-

membrane integrins in the focal adhesions bind to exposed collagen-bound vWF

and to fibrinogen and fibrin on thrombi [40, 41]. All forces that are generated

by the internal contractile machinery in the actin cytoskeleton, and all the forces

exerted on platelets from their external environment are transmitted through this

force pathways [92, 93].

Platelets live in a force rich environment where they need to withstand, sense

and produce forces. At the platelet scale, these forces range from 100 pN up to

70 nN. At the scale of proteins, such as talin and integrin, these forces range from

less than 1 pN up to approximately 25 pN. Because of this, the structures that

comprise the platelets’ primary force transmission pathway need to be investi-

gated.

Platelets must withstand and respond to numerous mechanical properties and

forces, including: substrate stiffness, external shear forces, internal actin retro-

grade flow, and actomyosin contraction. There are several proteins and structures

that generate, transmit and must withstand these forces. In this chapter, the force

responses of the proteins and structures in this force pathway and talin’s impor-

tance at the core of this pathway is discussed. First, actin filaments, myosin-IIa

and actomyosin contractile fibres, integrins and talin are discussed below. This

is to show that talin is the most complex and relevant protein in the force trans-

mission pathway for this research, because of its impact on platelet signalling and

structural reinforcement of focal adhesions. Then, using exploratory simulations,

the key requirements of the final simulations are defined.
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2.1 Exploring Force Responses of Platelet Proteins

2.1.1 Actin Filaments

Actin filaments (f-actin) are polymer chains of globular actin monomers (g-actin).

ATP bound g-actin can bind together to form long actin filaments that grow in a

single direction. Actin filaments are directional, they have a positive (+) end and

a negative (−) end as shown in Figure 2.1. G-actins bind to the positive end to

elongate the filament [165]. Actin filaments have three main roles in platelets: 1)

support the cell and its membrane as part of the platelet cytoskeleton, 2) trans-

mit contractile forces as part of the actomyosin contractile machinery, and 3)

generate protrusive forces and extend the cell membrane during platelet spread-

ing. The first two of these roles rely on actin filament’s resistance to shear and

tensile stresses [166]. The third, however, is more complex as the protrusive forces

and resistance of the membrane to those forces affect the rate of actin filament

polymerisation by making it harder for g-actin to reach the growing end of the

filament.

- End + End

ADP
Actin

ADP-Pi
Actin

ATP
Actin

+-

Figure 2.1: ATP-actin binds to the plus end of the growing filament. As the actin monomers
within the filament age, their bound ATP hydrolyses to ADP-Pi and eventually the Pi detaches.
After ATP hydrolysis, the actin monomer’s bond to the actin filament is weakened and loss of
its Pi weakens it further. ADP-actin dissociates from the filament as it reaches the minus end
and this process may be assisted by protein such as ADF/Cofilin.

As the positive end of f-actin extends towards and presses on the cell membrane

at the leading edge of a spreading platelet, g-actin has to force its way between the

cell membrane and the positive end in order to bind and elongate the filament. As

the membrane is stretched further, membrane tension increases and the normal

force from increasing membrane tension presses back on the filament. This makes

it harder for g-actin to reach the positive end of the filament and elongate it,

resulting in a decrease in polymerisation rate as membrane tension increases [167,

168]. An estimate of the protrusive force per actin filament is ∼3.8 pN [169].

Actin filaments withstand the increasing compressive stress from the normal

force caused by the membrane tension via a natural conformational change that
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increases their resistance to compressive forces. As an actin filament compresses,

the actin monomer components are pressed more tightly together, resulting in

small shifts in their subdomain structure. These changes increase the compres-

sive resistance of actin filaments [170]. Actin filaments also apply traction forces

to focal adhesion structures during retrograde flow. This is also caused by the

membrane pushing actin filaments rearwards as they polymerise. However, other

than a change in their mechanical properties and alter rates of filament elongation,

actin filaments do not have a large or complex response to forces, they are pri-

marily structures that transmit force. Therefore, they are useful in understanding

how forces are transmitted to other force sensing structures but do not produce

a complex response in their own right.

2.1.2 Myosin Motor Proteins

Myosin-IIa (referred to as myosin from here onwards) is a motor protein that

catalyses bound ATP to ADP and converts the chemical energy into mechanical

force. Together with actin filaments, myosin generates platelets’ contractile force.

Myosin has a head and a rod domain connected by an intermediate domain called

the ’lever-arm’, with an ATP binding site near the connection between the head

domain and the lever-arm. The rod domain binds to other parallel myosin rod

domains and the head domain can bind to actin filaments. During force genera-

tion, the myosin head domain and lever arm rotate from a position in front of the

rod domain to a position behind it. This is called the myosin powerstroke. If an

actin filament is bound to the rod domain at this time, it is pulled past the head

domain region towards the rod region before being released [171].

The average powerstroke displacement of myosin is ∼10 nm resulting in force

in the range of 2.3–6 pN [172–175]. On average, platelets contain 12, 000 myosin

proteins [176]. It has previously been estimated from average platelet contractile

forces that 25% of myosins contribute to contraction at any given time, which is in

line with estimates of myosin contributions in other cells [114]. Myosin- requires

available Mg2+ and ATP in order to carry out its powerstroke and produce forces.

Additionally, myosin requires the activation of its regulatory light chains (RLCs).

A number of proteins are known to activate RLCs, but the most common are

myosin light chain kinase (MLCK) and Rho-associated, coiled-coil kinase (ROCK)

[177, 178]. These two kinases are activated during platelet activation via the

release of Ca2+ and activation of RhoA.

Once activated and supplied with Mg2+ and ATP, myosin can bind to actin
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filaments and execute the powerstroke by ejecting the phosphate ion produced

during ATP hydrolysis. It resets the lever-arm by ejecting ADP and binding to a

new ATP molecule [173]. This continues until the myosin’s RLCs are deactivated,

it runs out of ATP and Mg2+, or it stalls during a powerstroke as external forces

resist actin filament contractile movement. The force generated per powerstroke

was measured to vary depending on the length of the power stroke [172]. There-

fore, the primary purpose of myosin is to produce contractile forces. These forces

can vary based on the length of the myosin powerstroke, but do not procure a

more complex force response.

2.1.3 Integrins

Integrins bind platelets to their external environment after activation by the bind-

ing of talin and kindlin to its cytoplasmic tail [38]. All forces exerted on a platelet

by their environment and produced inside the platelet, such as by actomyosin

contraction and actin retrograde flow, are transmitted through integrins. The

primary external force exerted on platelets, other than the contraction of other

platelets, is from blood flow [179]. The flow of blood applies shear stress to the

exposed surface of the platelet. This shear stress increases with increasing blood

velocity, decreasing vessel diameter, and the closer the platelet is to the vessel wall

[179]. Individually, integrins do not produce a signalling response to force, but

they facilitate force transmission to the focal adhesion structures where signalling

occurs [180, 181]. However, integrins do have a measured debonding force which

could be considered a response to force. If forces exceed on the platelet increase

boyond integrins’ debonding force threshold, integrins debond from the fibrinogen

and fibrin filaments, which results in platelets detaching from the surface they are

adhered to.

However, integrin debonding is unlikely to happen during normal haemostasis.

On their surface, platelets express ∼ 80, 000 αIIbβ3 integrins [14]. Full platelet

contraction produces 19 nN of force on average [114]. Single integrin debonding

forces range from 50 pN to 80 pN when bound to fibrinogen [182].

For example, to show that integrin debond is rare, let 65 pN be the integrins

debonding force threshold. Given the total platelet contractile force, only 293

integrins are required to be bound in order to maintain full adhesion to withstand

platelet contraction without debonding. Inversely, assuming 30% of integrins on

the surface of the platelet are involved in platelet adhesion during contraction,

each integrin needs to withstand 0.79 pN of force. This is much less than the
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debonding force value of 65 pN. Therefore, while integrins do not actively respond

to forces, they can debond if the magnitude of forces increases beyond set level.

However, these debonding events take place at force levels far higher than those

that occur during normal cell behaviour. Thus, the debonding of integrin does

not occur during normal focal adhesion behaviour, and therefore is not relevant

for the aims of this work.

2.1.4 Talin

Talin is an interesting protein as it is much less understood compared to the other

proteins and structures already discussed. It has been hard to investigate it exper-

imentally or through models as it is a large protein with a wide range of responses

[9]. It has a complex mechanical response to force, acting like a shock absorber

and it has a complex signalling response that is also force dependent [7]. The

remainder of this subsection, describes talin’s responses to force and highlights its

importance in regulating the platelets’ signalling response to mechanical stimuli.

Talin’s response to force is the most complex and diverse of all the previously

mentioned proteins and structures. Each of talin’s rod domains can unfold and

bind different ligands [7]. The majority of the cryptic binding sites across the

rod domain are for the 11 vinculin binding sites [183]. Vinculin binding and

reinforcement of focal adhesions is vital for the maturation of focal adhesions,

which transmit the contractile forces generated within the platelet [93].

The dynamics of the unfolding and refolding of the rod subdomains of talin give

its response to force a number of properties. These properties include: discrete

force sensing per rod domain, time-dependent responses to force through ligand

binding rates, and memory of past levels of force based on ligands bound to

cryptic binding sites. The combination of these properties allows for very complex

signalling behaviours to emerge. By determining the unfolding force thresholds

for each of talin’s rod subdomains, these complex responses can be predicted, and

simulations of talin’s responses during the haemostatic function of platelets to be

developed. The details of these mechanical responses to force, and the resulting

signalling responses are discussed in further detail in Section 5.5. Below is a list

of responses talin exhibits and the possible signalling responses. These are listed

in Table 2.1 and the transitions are represented as a state diagram in Figure 2.3.

The responses are visualised in Figure 2.2.
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Table 2.1: List of possible signalling responses of talin’s rod subdomains. Shown as states and
transition events. The letters in the first column of this table link to letter in Figure 2.2 and in
Figure 2.3. Transitions ‘f’, ‘g’ and their events are marked with an asterisk as these are special
cases. The rod subdomain cannot refold fully as there are ligands bound internally. As there is
no unfolding force threshold, these rod subdomains do not unfold normally.

Original State Event Resulting State Signalling

a
Ext-Ligand

Bound
Force Up,
Unfolding

Ext-Ligand
Ejected

Signal Removed

b
No Ligands

Bound
Force Down,

Refolding
Ext-Ligand

Binds
Signal Restarts

c
Ext-Ligand

Bound
Force Up,
Unfolding

Int-Ligand
Binds

Signal Switching

d
No Ligand

Bound
Force Up,
Unfolding

Int-Ligand
Binds

Signal Starting

e
No Ligand

Bound
Force Down,

Refolding
No Ligand

Binds
No Signalling.

No Change

f*
Int-Ligand

Bound
Force Up,
Unfolding*

Int-Ligand
Bound

Signalling.
No Change.

g*
Int-Ligand

Bound
Force Down,
Refolding*

Int-Ligand
Bound

Signalling.
No Change.

d)

e)

b)

c)

a)

g*)

f*)

Figure 2.2: (a-g) Rod subdomain signalling diagrams. External ligand (yellow). Internal ligand
(purple). Lettering matches with Table 2.1 and Figure 2.3.
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The three states shown in Figure 2.3 describe the three possible signalling

states of a talin rod subdomain. 1) A ligand is bound to the outside of a folded

subdomain and signalling, 2) there are no ligands bound to the outside or to the

exposed cryptic binding sites resulting in no active signalling, and 3) a ligand is

bound to the exposed cryptic binding site and signalling. Transitions between

states involve the unfolding or refolding of a subdomain and the subsequent bind-

ing, ejection or switching of bound ligands [184]. The transitions occur the unfold-

ing or refolding force threshold of the subdomain is reached. A predictive model

of the subdomains signalling response could be built if force thresholds for each

rod subdomain, and the binding and unbinding rates of each ligand were known.

This predictive model may be used to describe the changing signalling response

of talin as force increases and decreases.

1 2

a

b

c

e

d

f*g*

3

Figure 2.3: State transition diagram of a talin rod subdomain. State 1) External Ligand Bound.
State 2) No External or Internal Ligands Bound. State 3) Internal Ligand Bound. Transition
letters link to the state transition listed in Table 2.1 and in Figure 2.2.

The most interesting response is produced by state three, the bound cryptic

ligand. Cryptic ligands like vinculin bind to a rod subdomain after it has unfolded.

If the force level drops, vinculin stays bound and the alpha-helices are prevented

from refolding correctly. This interrupts the normal intermolecular forces between

helices that maintain the folded state of the subdomain, and results in a removal of

the unfolding force threshold. Thus, if the force level increases again, the bundle
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unfolds as soon as tensile force is applied to it and with the vinculin still attached.

Vinculin provides structural reinforcement for the focal adhesion complex. This

combination of properties of vinculin and the rod subdomain produce a memory

like response. This is because the binding and reinforcement by vinculin persists

after force levels drop below the unfolding threshold. Additionally, it prevents

the refolding of the subdomain and the binding of potential external ligands. In

this way, talin’s signalling response contains a memory of past events, as they

change the current signalling behaviour of talin even after the original events

have occurred.

In addition to it complex signalling response, talin sits at the core of focal

adhesions structures and reacts to all force generated by internal structures and

transmitted through integrin [161]. Talin was selected for further mechanical

study because of its impact on platelet signalling and structural reinforcement of

focal adhesions. Another factor in choosing talin was the lack of data surrounding

the unfolding force values for each rod subdomain, as only three rod subdomains

have been linked to their unfolding force threshold as discussed in Section 1.2.9.

If the unfolding force thresholds for each rod domain were linked to their corre-

sponding signalling response, it may be possible to predict signalling responses of

talin throughout platelet’s haemostatic process and determine if talin can be a

target of therapeutic treatments for platelet based disorders.

2.2 Exploratory Simulations and Modelling of Talin

One of talin’s roles in platelet focal adhesions has been likened to that of a me-

chanical shock absorber [12]. A shock absorber in its simplest form is a mass-

spring-damper. In the field of engineering, it is common to try to model new

systems using as simple components as possible. It helps to determine the fun-

damental behaviour of a system and identify which components are likely driving

this fundamental behaviour. This is a similar concept to using model cells such as

platelets or model organisms such as zebrafish [185–187]. By recreating behaviour

in simple environments, the mechanisms of the behaviour can be better under-

stood without being disturbed. Therefore, talin was explored by its behaviour

was modelled using springs and other simple mechanical components.

To start, a simple model of talin’s behaviour was developed using mechanical

analogues. The purpose of this model was to explore the core components of talin

and its rod domain to see whether mechanical analogues could indeed be used to

replicate talin’s behaviour. It also served to clarify what parts of talin would be
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required to build a functioning model and simulation.

In order to describe the development of the talin behavioural model, a quick

summary of talin’s structure and specifically its rod domain is given below. Talin’s

macrostructure has three main domains: the head domain, an unstructured linker

domain, and finally the rod domain [119]. The head domain contains the primary

integrin binding site and the talin auto-inhibition site as shown in Figure 2.4. Dis-

placement of talin’s rod domain from the inhibition site by Rap1 or Rap1/RIAM

makes the integrin binding site available to other ligands [121]. The head domain

is connected to talin’s rod domain via a linker region consisting of an unstruc-

tured amino-acid chain. The term unstructured refers to the lack of secondary

structures such as alpha-helices or beta-sheets in this region. The rod domain is

the largest domain of talin and can be broken down into 13 alpha-helix coiled-coil

domains and a single dimerisation domain. The dimerisation domain allows for

two talins to bind together at their tail ends [120].

R9

R8

R7

R3

F3F2F1F0

Figure 2.4: Diagram showing the auto-inhibited state of talin. The green ring highlighting F3
indicates the RIAM binding site that activates talin by interrupting the auto-inhibition site this
is highlighted in red. Domains R3, R7, R8 and R9 are shown for reference.

The rod domain’s 13 alpha-helix coiled-coil subdomains contain either four or

five alpha-helices. The R2, R3, R4 and R8 subdomains have four helices, but

the others have five helices [4]. The R8 subdomain is unique in its placement.

All other rod subdomains are in a serial chain, however, the R8 subdomain is

inserted between the third and fourth helices of the R7 subdomain. Therefore,

the R8 subdomain only experiences tensile forces when the R7 subdomain has

already unfolded [134]. The rod domain contains a number of binding sites for

different proteins such as RIAM, paxillin and a second integrin binding site, but
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two important binding sites for talin are the actin binding site that covers the

R13 and dimerisation domains, and its vinculin binding sites [7]. All but the

vinculin binding sites of talin are exposed on the surface of the alpha-helix coiled-

coil domains. At this time, the only cryptic binding sites hidden inside the rod

subdomains are vinculin and are only accessible after the subdomain has unfolded.

There are eleven vinculin binding sites in total and a list is given in Table 2.2 along

side the other key binding sites.

Table 2.2: A list of the domains of talin, the number of alpha-helices in the rod subdomains and
the key binding sites for auto-inhibition, Rap1, RIAM and vinculin. This table is abridged and
only contains binding sites relevent to this thesis.

Domain Helices Key Binding Sites

F0 – –
F1 – –
F2 – –

F3 –
R9 (Auto-inhibited),

Rap1, RIAM/Rap1, Integrin
R1 5 Vinculin
R2 4 Vinculin ×2
R3 4 Vinculin ×2
R4 4 –
R5 5 –
R6 5 Vinculin
R7 5 Vinculin
R8 4 Vinculin
R9 5 F3 (Auto-inhibited)
R10 5 Vinculin
R11 5 Vinculin
R12 5 –
R13 5 Actin, Vinculin
DD 1 Actin

The unfolding of talin’s full rod domain has been recorded by Yao et al. where

they stretched all 13 rod subdomains [12]. This experiment produced a set of force

vs. extension plots of the rod domain. The tensile force across the rod domain

was increased and the extension of talin was measured. The data included sudden

increases in extension of approximately 30 nm to 40 nm, indicating the unfolding

of rod subdomains. A manually digitised version of their results graph is shown

in Figure 2.5. Each vertical segement of the graph indicates an unfolding event.

From other data collected by Yao et al. from stretching experiments of other

talin rod domain constructs, the R3 and R8 subdomains unfold at ∼5 pN and the
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Figure 2.5: A manually digitised version of the talin rod domain force vs. extension graph from
Yao et al. [12].

R7 subdomain unfolds at ∼15 pN [12]. The full force vs. extension data and the

three unfolding force threshold values were used as a baseline to compare with

the models and simulations developed in this thesis.

2.2.1 Modelling Talin’s Behaviour as a Series of Springs with

Catches.

One of the initial models of talin that was developed, was of talin’s extension

as tensile force was applied. This model did not predict the unfolding response

but instead mimicked it using (simple mechanical component such as) springs.

Each rod subdomain was modelled as an independent section. Experimental work

from literature has detailed the unfolding of individual rod subdomains where

they remain stably folded until their force threshold is reached [12]. After the

threshold level is reached the folded alpha-helices unfold rapidly, resulting in a

rapid elongation of the subdomain. Initially, attempts were made to model a

rod subdomain as a simple step-wise function or as a series of linear spring-

like components. The step-wise function modelled the unfolding behaviour well,

but did so using the artificial bounds of step-wise functions that do not exist

in mechanical analogues. The series of linear springs were unable to match the
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unfolding response curve because of non-linear response of unfolding curve and

an uncapped extension.

The best approximation (shown in Figure 2.6) was a combination of three

components: a single linear spring followed by a non-linear spring surrounded by

a catch mechanism. The linear spring component modelled the slow and constant

extension that occurs as the rod subdomains are stretched but are not unfolding

as seen in the flat line sections between 5 pN to 10 pN in Figures 2.5. The response

of this component is shown in the top panel of Figure 2.7a. The non-linear spring

and catch component set up in parallel generated the unfolding behaviour. This

two component set-up allows for a minimal extension from the linear spring as

force is increased. Near the force threshold, the non-linear spring begins to extend

rapidly before being caught after extending 40 nm. This response is shown in the

bottom panel of Figure 2.7a. The non-linear spring was designed to have an expo-

nential growth response to force. Below the force threshold, the spring constant

is very high, resulting in minimal extension. As the force nears the threshold, the

extension undergoes rapid exponential growth with a very low spring constant.

The extension increases rapidly before being caught by the distance catch. The

combined response of the linear spring, non-linear spring and catch is shown in

Figure 2.7b.

Linear Spring

Distance Catch

Non-linear Spring

Figure 2.6: Component diagram of hybrid spring model for a single subdomain. Left to right:
Immovable surface component, linked to single linear spring with high spring constant, linked
to two components in parallel: 1) a non-linear spring with an exponential response 2) a catch
in parallel that prevents spring extension beyond a set distance (30 nm to 40 nm).

Using the non-linear spring and catch model with the spring constant transi-

tion point tuned to the unfolding thresholds from Yao et al.’s data, a full unfolding

force plot (Figure 2.8) was generated. This plot shows that talin’s rod domain

unfolding behaviour can be modelled by taking each rod subdomain as a single

component. Once the subdomain unfolding thresholds are known, this model will

be a very efficient approximation and useful for later simulations on signalling

response. However, this type of modelling can not be used as a predictive tool as
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Figure 2.7: a) Top-panel: Linear Spring Response. Bottom-panel: Non-linear spring and Catch
response. b) Full response of single hybrid spring model. The spring and catch parameters were
tuned to the force and distance ranges of talin, ∼0 pN to ∼40 pN and 0 nm to ∼40 nm.
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Figure 2.8: Combined hybrid spring response for each rod domain bundle. Unfolding values
digitised from [12] and original curve also shown for comparison.

the unfolding behaviour is mimicked and not based on the individual properties

of the rod subdomains. Therefore, other types of modelling were explored.
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2.2.2 Simulation of Simple Alpha-Helix Models

One of the easily observable physical properties of the rod subdomains are the

different lengths of the alpha-helices. Each helix within a bundle has a different

length. Figure 2.9 shows a ribbon diagram of the first two alpha-helices from the

R7 domain, where the second helix is over 50% longer than the first.

Figure 2.9: Diagram of two helices from the R7 domain using the 428p.1 PDB structure. Helix
one in blue is 17 amino-acid residues long and helix two in green/orange is 27 amino-acid residues
long.

The assumption was made that longer helicecs with more sidechains would be

more attractive to other helices. If this assumption held true, there was a pos-

sibility that the length of the helices on their own would be enough to estimate

the unfolding forces of a subdomain. However, a comparison of the lengths of he-

lices in each rod subdomain to experimentally measured unfolding forces revealed

no strong correlations. Therefore, just the lengths of the helices did not provide

enough data for the estimation. However, in the process of checking this assump-

tion, it was noted that the length of the alpha-helices did affect the number of

sidechains exposed on the surface of each alpha-helix. The alpha-helix sidechains

contain the atoms and compounds that produce the majority of the alpha-helices’s

chemical and physical properties. The longer the helix, the more sidechains exist,

and the more complex and strong the chemical or physical properties can be. In

order to resist the forces attempting to unfold an alpha-helix bundle, attractive

forces must pull the alpha-helices together. Only after those forces are overcome

does the bundle unfold. There are a number of intermolecular forces that con-

tribute to maintaining the folded rod subdomains: electrostatic, hydrophobic,

salt-bridges, dipole and van der Waals. The two largest in magnitude are the
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electrostatic interactions and hydrophobic effect [188].

For the initial model, a single type of interaction was selected to simplify the

implementation. Electrostatic interactions were used as the primary interaction

force in the first model of alpha-helix interactions. This is because the hydrophobic

effect can not currently be estimated or approximate as a direct force. Even its

effects as a change in potential energy of the system are heavily approximated

in the most common implicit solvent calculations. Hydrophobic interactions were

explored and the development of a suitable approximation was attempted as part

of this research project. However, it was determined that this work was beyond

the scope of this thesis. The progress and methodology used are discussed further

in Section 5.3. As will become apparent in section 4.2, just using the electrostatic

interactions resulted in forces in the physiologically relevant range of talin.

In the next simulation, models that were more representative of the alpha-

helices were used. While modelling using simple mechanical components is useful

in understanding basic behaviours, determining how these behaviours occur re-

quires models with more detail that replicate the structure of the system more

closely. The next simulation did this by using simple models that represented

individual helices with points of interaction approximating the role of sidechains,

to calculate the interaction forces between them.

The models of interacting alpha-helices were simple two-dimensional repre-

sentations with ‘interaction points’ at set unit intervals along the length of the

alpha-helix representation. The simulation had two 2D helix models with the

interaction points only the side facing the other helix. The interaction points

always produced an attractive interaction between interaction points on the op-

posite helix. During the simulations, the helices were moved apart and the affect

of helix length (and therefore number of interaction points) was tested. A dia-

gram of the helix models with their interactions points is shown in Figure 2.10.

The interactions were calculated using a simple Coulomb’s Law implementation

and each interaction point on one helix interacted with all other points on the

opposite helix. Repeating pairs were excluded.

Equation 2.1 shows the formula used in the simulation where h1 and h2 refer

to the two helices, Nh1 and Mh2 are the number of interaction points on each

helix, and dij is the Euclidean distance between the ith interaction point of helix

one and the jth interaction point of helix two. In the simulation, the separation

distance d was started at a value of 2 and was increased to 27 in increments of 1.

The starting value of 2 was chosen to prevent an infinite force value.
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F (h1, h2) =

Nh1∑
i=0

Mh2∑
j=0

(
1

dij
2

) (2.1)

The force vs. separation curves from this simulation and their data are shown

in Figure 2.11 and Table 2.3. The ‘percentage interaction force’ axis in the figure

is scaled around the maximum force of curve a with helix lengths of 25 taken from

the table. The remaining five curves were normalised to that value. This allowed

for the comparison of the effects of different helix lengths on the maximum and

minimum interaction forces.

Figure 2.10: Diagram of two simple helix models. The left helix’s interaction points are shown
in blue and the right helix’s in green. The dotted line indicates the point-to-point interaction
forces. The models used in the simulation have the interaction points embedded on the edge of
the helix. This was done to increase visibility in the diagrams.

Table 2.3: Result from the six simple helix model separating experiments. Curve letters link to
the graph in Figure 2.11.

Curve Helix Lengths Max % Force Median % Force Min % Force

a 25:25 100 12.2 4.51
b 25:30 115 15.6 6.00
c 25:20 89.6 11.5 4.28
d 30:30 125 16.3 6.23
e 20:20 75.6 8.41 3.01
f 30:20 95.3 13.8 5.41

As expected, the response curves of the distance vs. force data matches an

inverse square law. Additionally, increases in length of helices and the number
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Figure 2.11: Six graphs of percentage interaction force vs. separation distance, d, for six pairs
of helices with varying lengths. (a) Both helices the same length, same number of interaction
points. (b) Second model is longer by 5 units of distances with 5 more interactions points.
(c) Second model is shorter by 5 units of distances with 5 fewer interactions points. (d) Both
models are longer than original length. (e) Both models are shorter than original length. (f)
First model is longer and second model is shorter.

of interaction points resulted in higher attractive forces. Therefore, the length

of each alpha-helix and the number and type of sidechains need to be modelled

together as they directly determine the chemical and physical properties of the

alpha-helices. The data for the sidechain positions, types, and properties was

taken from the Protein Data Bank (PDB) [189, 190].

After the separating simulation, a number of simulations were developed where

the alpha-helices unfolded by rotating away from each other. Various types of link-

ages and their effects on the unfolding motions of the alpha-helices were explored

and the diagrams in Figures 2.12, 2.13 and 2.14 show three configurations of hinges

and unfolding motions. These configurations are described here to illustrate the

pattern where the linkage between the helices did not affect the unfolding force

values, but did affect the final motion of the helices. These included linkages

where the base of the alpha-helices maintained a fix distance from each other as

they unfolded, or where they separated as they unfolded.
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Figure 2.12: Before and after diagram of simulation using two simple helix models, both with
the same length. V-shape hinge with the point of rotation at the base of the V. Axes of rotation
are marked with a small circle with a dot at its centre.
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Figure 2.13: Before and after diagram of simulation using two simple helix models, both with
the same length. V-shaped hinge with the point of rotation at the base of each helix. Axes of
rotation are marked with a small circle with a dot at its centre.
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Figure 2.14: Before and after diagram of simulation using two simple helix models, both with
the same length. 3) V-shaped hinge with the point of rotation at the base of the helix and the
base of the V. Axes of rotation are marked with a small circle with a dot at its centre.

The force vs. angle curves generated from each simulation were plotted and

are shown in Figure 2.15. All three curves start at the same unfolding force

value indicating that the type of hinge and unfolding motion does not affect the

unfolding force threshold. However, the hinges do alter the response of the tail end

of the curve. This is highlighted by the blue curve (line a) in Figure 2.15, where

the end of the curve can be seen slightly increasing in gradient after ∼70°. As the

different links between the alpha-helices did not affect the unfolding force values,
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Figure 2.15: Percentage interaction force vs. angle, showing the unfolding response for the three
hinge types shown above. Line a) corresponds to the setup in Figure 2.12. Line b) corresponds
to the setup in Figure 2.13. Line c) corresponds to the setup in Figure 2.14.

they could be ignored in future simulations without impacting the calculation of

unfolding force thresholds.

The lengths of the alpha-helices directly determine the number of sidechains

expressed on the alpha-helices. The sidechains contain the atoms and molecules

that produce the helices’ chemical and physical properties, such as electrostatic

charge and the ability to bond to other molecules. Additionally, physical proper-

ties of the sidechains such as electrostatic charge are what produce the intermolec-

ular interactions between alpha-helices. The alpha-helix length and the number,

position and type of sidechains need to be modelled together. To accurately model

these alpha-helix sidechains and their properties, the structural data of the alpha-

helices within the rod domain of talin needs to be processed and the relevant data

extracted.

The simple simulations described in this section were each written to accom-

plish a predefined and specific task and did so using very simple models. However,

they were time-consuming to write and error-prone as each model and simulation

was bespoke. The next step was to develop simulations of four and five helices

that used helix models with high levels of detail. This step is covered in Chapter 3.

The complexity of these new simulations increased as more detailed helix models

were used and more objects were simulated. Therefore, a generalised simulation
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framework was implemented with repetitious and complex operations abstracted

away. The framework was designed to minimise errors during the creation of

simulations by managing the simulation and its common operations. It also min-

imised the time required to write them. The framework focused on three areas:

the generation of models from raw data, the management and movement of model

objects within the simulation space, and performing the interaction calculations

on the simulation objects.

In summary, several key aspects were identified in this chapter that need to be

incorporated in the alpha-helix models and simulation framework to determine

the unfolding force thresholds of talin’s rod subdomains. These aspects are as

follows:

• The unfolding response of talin’s rod subdomains can be modelled. However,

the model will only be useful once the unfolding force thresholds are known

and linked to each subdomain. They currently are not.

• Alpha-helix length is linked to the number of sidechains. The number and

type of sidechains determines the interactions between helices. Therefore,

protein structural data is required to accurately determine the sidechain’s

positions and properties in order to generate detailed alpha-helix models.

• The sidechain properties and the position and orientation of the alpha-

helices within a rod subdomain determine the unfolding threshold. The

linkage between the alpha-helices, the hinge mechanism and the unfolding

motion do not affect the force threshold, but do affect the tail response of

the force curve. Therefore, the connection between the alpha-helices is not

a key factor in determining the unfolding force thresholds and does not need

to be modelled in the simulation.

• The complexity of the simulation rapidly increases with model complexity

and number of objects. Therefore, to minimise errors and the writing time of

new simulations, a framework should be used to manage simulation objects

and abstract away repetitious and complex operations.
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3 Implementation of the Simulation

Framework

The original contribution of this thesis lies in the simulation framework and its

calculations operating directly within the force domain, the new model of the ap-

proximated alpha-helix structure, the use of coordinate frames to manage and ma-

nipulate the biological objects within the simulation framework, and the method

by which the coordinate frames are deterministically attached to the models.

The previous chapter highlighted a number of requirements for the next sim-

ulation. Therefore, the new talin simulations needs to include: models of alpha-

helices derived directly from protein structural data from the PDB, data on

sidechain properties and positions, and a generalised simulation framework for

managing simulation objects and calculating interaction forces.

In this chapter, the basic structure of amino-acids and their polymers (3.1.1)

will be covered in order to explain the novel alpha-helix structural model developed

for this simulation. An overview of the alpha-helix model and its components is

given (3.1.2). Afterwards, the Protein Data Bank (PDB) and protein structural

data (pdb) are discussed (3.1.3) so that the way in which the data from the

pdb file was processed and used to generate the model can be explained (3.1.4).

Next, the mathematical process that was created to transform the pdb data into

the approximated alpha-helix model for the backbone (3.1.5) and the sidechain

components (3.1.6) is covered. This is followed by a description of coordinate

frames (3.2), their transforms, the definition of the local coordinate frames, and

the method used to deterministically attach them to the alpha-helix model (3.2.1).

Coordinate frames allow for efficient compartmentalisation of the simulation space

and the objects contained within. Additionally, methodologies such as statics

that have already been developed and tested in the field of robotics can be used.

Finally, an example simulation is constructed (3.3) using all the concepts that have

been discussed, and it is used to explain the implementation of the electrostatic

calculation (3.3.4).

3.1 The Alpha-Helix Model

The alpha-helix model was designed to reduce the complexity of the structure

of the alpha-helix while retaining the key data required to run the simulation.

This process of reducing structural complexity for simulation models is similar to
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the concept used when developing coarse-grained structural models for molecu-

lar dynamics simulations, as discussed in Section 1.3.3. A model with reduced

complexity allows for longer simulation intervals and/or larger structures to be

simulated using the same amount of computational resources. Two assumptions

about alpha-helix structures were applied. First, that alpha-helices are straight

and rigid structures. Second, that the size of the alpha-helix is constant along its

length.

3.1.1 Amino-Acid and Alpha-Helix Structures

The structure is of an amino-acid monomer and can be broken into four distinct

parts: the amino group (NH2) in blue, the carboxyl group (COOH) in green, the

carbon-alpha (Cα) in orange, and the sidechain group (R) in red. A reference

amino-acid structure is shown in Figure 3.1. The sidechain group determines the

type of amino-acid. The atoms that compose the sidechain can range from a

single hydrogen atom to polycyclic aromatic rings (large, planar, rings of atoms

that extend from the amino-acid).

Figure 3.1: Structural formula of a reference amino-acid. The region highlighted in blue is the
amino group. The green region is the carboxyl group. The yellow region is the carbon-alpha
atom and the red region represents the sidechain.

Amino-acid monomers can be incorporated into a peptide chain; a chain of

amino-acid monomers that form oligopeptides or polypeptides through conden-

sation polymerisation. For this to occur, a hydrogen ion (H+) from the amino

group of one amino-acid and a hydroxyl ion (OH−) from the carboxyl group of

another amino-acid are released as a molecule of water, creating a peptide bond

between the two amino-acids. The diagram in Figure 3.2 shows the result of two

amino-acid monomers bonding, with the peptide bond highlighted in red. The

amino-acid residue chain is the primary structure of a protein. An amino-acid

residue is the remaining part of an amino-acid after it has lost parts of its amino

and carboxyl groups during polymerisation. The (N — Cα — C) core of the
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amino-acid residue is called the residue backbone chain.

Figure 3.2: Structural formula of a reference dipeptide amino-acid sequence. The red line at
the centre of the image indicates the peptide bond.

Alpha-helices are a type of secondary protein structure. In an alpha-helix,

the residue backbone chain forms the alpha-helix backbone structure. Its spiral

structure formed through every backbone (N — H) group hydrogen bonding with

the (C = O) group of the amino-acid residue four positions previous in the peptide

chain (Figure 3.3). This structure is a tight coil of the amino-acid residue backbone

chain with the sidechains pointing outwards from the coil. The alpha-helix is often

described as a 3.6-helix, as a complete 360◦ turn of the alpha-helix occurs every

3.6 amino-acid residues along the chain. This results in a repeating pattern where

the sidechains extend from the alpha-helix at 100◦ rotational intervals.

3.1.2 Alpha-helix Model Overview

The remaining parts of this chapter contain content that has been published in a

paper with Scientific Reports [191].

The alpha-helix model was constructed from two conceptual and structural parts:

the alpha-helix backbone, and the collection of sidechains. In the model, both

parts are approximated forms of the original data. However, as the sidechain part

contains the key position and electrostatic data required for the interaction force

calculation, the backbone is heavily approximated to make the model as simple as

possible. The backbone component of the alpha-helix model was approximated as

a primitive cylinder, which was described by: a start and end position that both

defined the central axis through the helix backbone as well as the position and

orientation of the helix; and a radius that approximated the width of the backbone.

Local coordinate frames were used to create a local coordinate space. These

local coordinate frames simplified the calculation and attachment of the relative

positions of the collection of sidechains. They also simplified the manipulation of

the models in the simulations.
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Figure 3.3: Structural diagram of the interlinking hydrogen bonds that stabilise alpha-helix
structures. Each residue’s amino group bonds to the carboxyl group of the residue four positions
previous in the chain. The red dashed line represents the hydrogen bond between the two
residues.

A Single Pseudo Atom (SPA) approximation was used. This implementation

is similar to the Levitt-Warshel coarse-grained structural model. This approxima-

tion was chosen for two primary reasons: 1) for its level of simplicity it produced

accurate results. Whereas the other models were much more complex, and 2) it

enabled the sidechain model to have rotational symmetry. A more detailed de-

scription of the reasons for using this representation are discussed in Section 5.2

of the discussion chapter. The sidechain component of the model contained the

position and electrostatic properties of each sidechain on the alpha-helix. Each

pseudo-atom corresponded to the centroid position of each sidechain’s atom and

all electrostatic properties were calculated from this position. Additionally, a ra-

dius for each pseudo-atom was calculated to represent the sidechains’ approximate

size.

The resulting alpha-helix model has two components: the alpha-helix cylinder

that corresponds to the position, orientation and relative size of the alpha-helix,

and the collection of sidechain pseudo-atoms with their physical and chemical

properties that are positioned relative to the helix cylinder. The next five subsec-
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tions cover an explanation of protein structural data, its extraction, and process-

ing, the process used to create the alpha-helix backbone approximation, and the

sidechain approximation from the original structural data. This is followed by the

attachment of a local coordinate frame to create the final alpha-helix model.

3.1.3 Protein Data-bank and Protein Structural Data

Before the components of the alpha-helix model ccould be created, the protein

structural data needed to create the alpha-helix model had to be selected and

processed as highlighted at the end of Chapter 2. This protein structural data is

made available by the Protein Data Bank.

The Protein Data Bank (PDB) was first established at the Brookhaven Na-

tional Laboratories at the start of the 1970s. It has grown to be the publicly

available, worldwide archive of structural data for proteins and other biological

macromolecules [189, 190]. Structural data is generated from experimental mea-

surements using X-ray crystal structural determination, nuclear magnetic reso-

nance imaging (NMR), cryoelectron microscopy, or from direct structural mod-

elling.

The structural data are contained within pdb files. In these files, the position

of each atom of the protein (excluding hydrogen) is stored as three-dimensional

Cartesian coordinates. Hydrogen atoms are not included in the pdb structural

data as the methods used to determine atomic positions have too low a resolution

to accurately determine hydrogen atom positions [192]. Identifiers such as atom

index, residue index, occupancy and temperature factor, are also included in the

pdb data. An extract of a pdb file is given in Table 3.1 with abbreviated headings.

Table 3.1: Extract from a pdb file. Column Headings: Record Type (Type), Atom Serial Num-
ber (A #), Atom Name (A Name), Residue Name (Res Abbrev), Residue Sequence Number
(Res #), X Orthogonal Angstrom Coordinate (X Pos), Y Orthogonal Angstrom Coordinate
(Y Pos), Z Orthogonal Angstrom Coordinate (Z Pos), Occupancy (Occ), Temperature Factor
(Temp).

Type A # A Name Res Abbrev Res # X Pos Y Pos Z Pos Occ Temp
ATOM 13 CE1 HIS 2 17.349 -8.140 -14.399 1.00 10.15
ATOM 14 C HIS 2 19.647 -10.762 -11.438 1.00 10.15
ATOM 15 O HIS 2 20.462 -10.472 -12.312 1.00 10.15
ATOM 16 N ALA 3 19.852 -10.479 -10.139 1.00 10.15

The PDB publishes pdb entries that contain large and small fragments of the

talin-1 rod domains taken from both human and mouse samples. For example,

a full segment of the rod domain R6 appears in entry 2l10.1.A. It was recorded
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using NMR and has 1101 atom records. The pdb files do not contain secondary

or tertiary structural data, which means that it does not indicate which atoms

are parts of alpha-helices. Therefore, SWISS-MODEL’s modelling servers were

used to determine what sections of the pdb data were linked to which alpha-helix

within each domain.

SWISS-MODEL operates a protein structure homology-modelling server [193,

194]. Using SWISS-MODEL’s modelling service, each pdb file was assessed and

the residues that made up each alpha-helix were determined. The starting and

ending residue index values for each alpha-helix in the pdb file were stored and

used in Section 3.1.4 to extract the alpha-helix data from the pdb files.

Using the SWISS-MODEL template matching server, each sequence was se-

lected by comparing template quality and sequence matching scores to other pdb

structures of the rod domains covering the same residue ranges. The templates

that matched the sequences most closely and with the highest quality scores were

selected [195]. The final template for each alpha-helix bundle was downloaded

from the PDB as a pdb file (PDBID: 6R9T, 2L7A, 2LQG, 5FZT, 4F7G, 2KVP,

3DYJ, 2JSW) [126, 196–203].

3.1.4 PDB Data, Extraction, and Processing

MATLAB’s Bioinformatics Toolbox [204] contains a function, pdbread(), that

can parse pdb files into a usable data structure. The resulting data is a list of

data structures that correspond to each atom entry in the original pdb file. The

primary pieces of data for each atom entry were: position X, Y, and Z; atom name;

atom index number; residue index number; and amino acid name abbreviation.

The developed alpha-helix model was built on top of two structural approxi-

mations, the approximation of the alpha-helix backbone and the approximation of

the residue sidechains. Therefore, these alpha-helix backbone and sidechain struc-

tures first needed to be separated from each other for each alpha-helix in each rod

domain. For each pdb file, the atom entries were separated into an individual list

of each alpha-helix using the alpha-helix start and end residue indices obtained

from SWISS-MODEL. Each alpha-helix list was then separated by residue index

number so each alpha-helix had a list of amino-acid residues linked to a number

of atom entries. Finally, the collection of atom entries for each amino-acid residue

was separated into backbone and sidechain atoms. Backbone atoms were selected

if their atom name was either “O”, “N”, “C”” or “Cα” (as these atom names

correspond to the atoms identified as the amino-acid residue backbone in Section
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3.1.1). All remaining atoms were grouped as sidechain atoms.

This new representation of the rod domain structure as a list of backbone

positions and corresponding sidechains was generated as an image (Figure 3.4)

and compared to the original graphical representation from the PDB generated

using RCSB’s NGL viewer (Figure 3.5).

Figure 3.4: Figure generated from the processed backbone and sidechain positions, which shows
the full talin-1 R3 domain containing all four alpha-helices. Backbone positions were connected
with blue lines, sidechain positions are indicated with red dots and the link between sidechain
and their corresponding backbone position was indicated with a green line. Residue index labels
were applied at intervals of 5 residue indices.

3.1.5 Defining the Alpha-helix Backbone Approximation

After processing the raw structural data for each rod domain, the backbone and

sidechain components for each alpha-helix model were generated. The steps for

generating the backbone components are covered in this section.

Alpha-helices are not straight and have twists and curves throughout their

structure. The cylinder approximation for the alpha-helix backbone does not

need to match these curves, as the sidechain component of the model accounts

for this. Further detail is given on this in Section 5.1. To define a cylinder, two

positions (one for the centre of each opposing face of the cylinder) and a radius are

needed. The two positions at each end of the cylinder create a central axis that

passes through the cylinder. Here, this axis for the cylinder from the alpha-helix

backbone structure is determined. The axis is used to generate the starting and
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Figure 3.5: Figure generated from the original pdb data using RSCB’s NGL viewer. It shows
the full talin-1 R3 domain containing all four alpha-helices.

ending positions for the cylinder approximation. Afterwards, an estimation of the

radius of the alpha-helix is calculated for the cylinder radius.

Previously, while processing the alpha-helix data from the pdb files, each

alpha-helix’s backbone atoms were approximated to a single point defined by

that residue’s Cα atom. From here onwards, this position is called the backbone

position. The position of the Cα atom in the backbone structure was selected as

the backbone position for two reasons. Firstly, it is placed centrally in the residue

backbone structure and secondly, the residue’s sidechain structure is directly con-

nected to the backbone through this atom. A matrix M was defined for each

alpha-helix where M =
[
b1 . . . bi . . . bn

]ᵀ
and the vector bi is a column vector that

contains Cartesian coordinates of each backbone position of the alpha-helix in the

original coordinate space of the pdb file. This matrix contains all the backbone

positions for each residue in the alpha-helix. The symbol i in bi denotes the ith

amino-acid residue by index, where i = 1, . . . , n and n is the total number of

amino-acid residues in the alpha-helix.

Next, the mean position of all backbone positions was determined in Equation

3.1. The position vector bc corresponds to the centroid of backbone positions of

the alpha-helix.
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bc =
1

n

n∑
i=1

bi (3.1)

Principal component analysis (PCA) was used to calculate the axis for the

cylinder approximation from the alpha-helix backbone structure. PCA calculates

a line of best fit through an n-dimensional array of data. It is used here to

determine the central axis through the backbone positions; the line along which

the alpha-helix lies.

The PCA was calculated using single value decomposition (SVD) of the zero

mean Cα backbone positions. The variance-covariance matrix S was formed as

shown below in Equation 3.2.

S =
BᵀB

n− 1
(3.2)

Where B =
[(
b1 − bc

)
. . .
(
bi − bc

)
. . .
(
bn − bc

)]
Which can be computed by = M− rbc

(3.3)

Where B is a n-by-3 matrix of the alpha-helix backbone (Cα) positions with a

zero-mean (Equation 3.3). Matrix B was created by element-wise subtraction of bc

from M (this can also be constructed by setting temporary vector r to a column

vector containing 1 in all n rows). Thus, S is simply the variance-covariance

matrix of B.

Matrix S was then decomposed using SVD. This was done to obtain the princi-

pal axis of the input data from the left matrix of singular vectors that corresponds

to the largest singular value. Golub and Kahan showed that it is possible to par-

tition any matrix into three subunits such that S = UΣVᵀ. Where U and V

are unitary matrices meaning that UᵀU = I and VᵀV = I, and Σ is a diagonal

matrix where the diagonal values are called the singular values. These properties

make SVD a useful tool for linear algebra.

UΣVᵀ = S (3.4)

The vector approximating the direction of the alpha-helix backbone structure

was estimated from the first left singular vector, which corresponds to the largest

singular value. The vector d̂ is the first principle axis through the positions in

B and is the unit vector specifying the direction from point p
s

to point p
e
, in
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other words, the direction of the central axis through the alpha-helix backbone.

The value u∗,1 specifies the vector forming the first column of elements from U.

Therefore, d̂ is the first singular vector of S and all other singular vectors were

ignored as they correspond to secondary axes through that backbone structure

which were not needed.

d̂ = u∗,1 (3.5)

The line through the alpha-helix backbone structure, nominally the backbone

axis, is thus defined by noting that the two positions p
s

and p
e

are the start and

end axis positions. These positions were calculated using the parametric form of

the line equation as shown in Equation 3.6 below.

p
s

= bc + d̂ |b1 − bc|

p
e

= bc + d̂ |bn − bc|
(3.6)

where vectors b1 and bn are the first and last position vector elements of the alpha-

helix backbone positions B. The positions p
s
, bc and p

e
are collinear, meaning

they lie along the same line in space. The directionality of the axis through the

start and end positions is checked after the sidechains have been approximated.

This step must happen, as the vector calculated through PCA always points away

from the origin of the coordinate space and does not take into account the original

direction of the helix. Figure 3.6 shows the primary axis from the PCA calculation

drawn through helix 2 of the R3 domain with p
s

and p
e

marked.

p
ep

s

Figure 3.6: Helix 2 of the R3 subdomain. The primary axis determined by PCA is highlighted
in magenta. Position p

s
is marked by the green cirlce and position p

e
is marked by the magenta

circle.

The radius of the alpha-helix can now be estimated using Equation 3.7. The

shortest distance between each backbone position and the backbone axis line

is calculated using the position along the backbone axis line that results in a

perpendicular line from the backbone axis line to the backbone position.
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li =
∥∥∥bi − pa∥∥∥ = (bi − pa)

ᵀ(bi − pa) (3.7)

where p
a

is the position along the backbone axis line which is the result of Equation

(3.8), li is the Euclidean distance between p
a

and the ith backbone position bi. In

Equation 3.8, p
a

is the position calculated along the line defined by positions p
s

and p
e
, t specifies the distance along this line and is constrained by 0 ≤ t ≤ 1.

p
a
(t) = p

s
+ t(p

e
− p

s
)

t(p
x
) = d̂

(p
s
− p

x
)

|p
e
− p

s
|

d̂ =
(p
e
− p

s
)

|p
e
− p

s
|

(3.8)

3.1.6 Defining the Sidechain Approximation

To approximate each amino acid residue sidechain as a single position, the centre

position of atoms was determined by taking the mean value of all positions of the

atoms in that sidechain. The reasons why this single position sidechain represen-

tation was chosen, are discussed in Section 5.2. Additionally, only the relative

position of the sidechain to the alpha-helix backbone was determined, rather than

the connection point of the backbone to the sidechain, as discussed at the end of

the previous chapter.

For each sidechain on the alpha-helix, p
SC,i,j

was set as the 3D position vec-

tor of a sidechain atom, where i specifies the sidechain in the alpha-helix where

i = 1, . . . , n, and j is the sidechain atom index where j = 1, . . . ,m, n is the

total number of backbone and sidechain positions and m is the total number of

sidechain atoms in the ith sidechain. Equation 3.9 describes the calculation used

to approximate the position of the sidechain, where si is the approximated posi-

tion of the ith sidechain. The i value links the ith sidechain to the ith backbone

position. Figure 3.7 illustrates the sidechain approximation.

si =
1

m

m∑
j=1

p
SC,i,j

(3.9)

In order to maintain the size of the sidechain, the sidechains were approximated

as spheres centred at the approximated sidechain position si. The radius of these

approximation spheres was estimated using the Euclidean distance between the
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approximated sidechain position and each of the sidechain atoms’ positions. The

mean value of these distances is the radius of the sidechain sphere, ri, as shown

in Equation 3.10.

Amino acid sidechains are generally planar in configuration. However, they

possess at least one freedom of rotation around the covalent bond that links the

sidechain to its backbone’s Cα atom. A sphere approximation at the mean posi-

tion of the sidechain atoms is appropriate, as it naturally accounts for all possible

rotations of the sidechain structure around this covalent bond. ri is the approx-

imated size of the ith sidechain. The amino-acid residue name corresponding to

each sidechain is then used to attach the correct electrostatic charge.

ri =
1

m

m∑
j=1

∥∥∥p
SCi,j
− si

∥∥∥ (3.10)

si
pSC,i,1

pSC,i,2

pSC,i,3 pSC,i,4Cα

ri

Figure 3.7: Diagram of the sidechain approximation. The sidechain atom positions are marked
as solid black circles. The backbone carbon-alpha is marked as a hollow black circle. The
resulting approximated sidechain position is marked as a solid red circle, and the approximated
sidechain size is marked with a dotted black line.

After the sidechain positions are created, the orientation of the alpha-helix

model is checked against the original alpha-helix amino-acid residue direction.

This is done by comparing the start position of the helix model to that of the first

and last sidechain positions. If the Euclidean distance between the start position

and the first sidechain is shortest, the orientation of the helix is correct. If not, the

start and end positions are swapped. This aligns the direction of the alpha-helix

backbone axis to the direction of sidechain indexing.
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3.2 Attaching Local Coordinate-frames

All positional coordinates so far have been within the original coordinate space

from the pdb file. This coordinate space is separate from the local coordinate

space created for alpha-helix model, and from the simulation coordinate space. A

coordinate frame defines a coordinate space whose position and axial orientation

is defined relative to another coordinate space. The reasons for using a coordinate

frame system are covered in more detail in Section 5.4. A coordinate transform can

be used to define this position and axial offset. It can also be used to convert points

in space from one coordinate frame to another. This is also known as referencing a

position from another coordinate frame. By attaching local coordinate frames to

each alpha-helix and referencing their position relative to a ’simulation’ coordinate

space, each alpha-helix can be manipulated in space independently of the other

alpha-helices. Importantly, this can be done by changing only the position and

orientation of the alpha-helix coordinate frame, rather than having to update all

the positions of the alpha-helix components such as the cylinder start and end

position and each sidechain position. This is because all sidechain and cylinder

positions are referenced via the local alpha-helix coordinate frame.

The homogeneous coordinate transform is used to define these coordinate

frames and their respective transformations [205]. This method of coordinate

transform definition follows the kinematics techniques from robotics. Similar

techniques are also used in computer graphics to construct scene-graphs. This

is expanded on in Section 5.4 of the discussion, but in short, this thesis follows

the conventions used in robotics as this eases the calculations of force and torque.

Statics enables calculations for propagating forces and torques through coordinate

frames which are used to develop dynamic simulations.

Although there are alternative methods to specify the location and orientation

of a coordinate frame, the homogeneous transform representation given in Equa-

tion 3.11 is the most common and is therefore adopted here [205]. The super- and

sub-script notation of coordinate frames, rotations and transforms from Craig

[205] is used.

A
BT = (ABR, APB) =


A
BR APB

0 0 0 1

 =

x̂ ŷ ẑ APB

0 0 0 1

 (3.11)
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Ap0 = APB + A
BRBp0 =


APBx

APBy

APBz

+


A
BR11

A
BR12

A
BR13

A
BR21

A
BR22

A
BR23

A
BR31

A
BR32

A
BR33



Bp0x
Bp0y
Bp0z

 (3.12)

Ap0 = A
BT Bp0

∗ (3.13)

Where: Bp0
∗ =

[
Bp0

0

]
(3.14)

Equation 3.12 shows the standard method of transforming a position vector p0

in frame B so that it is referenced in frame A. The position vector is multiplied by

the rotation matrix defining the difference in orientation of frame B from frame

A before the result is translated by the difference in position of frame B from

frame A. The homogeneous transform is shown in Equation 3.11. A
BT defines

rotation and translation that is required to reference a vector in frame B from

frame A. Thus, a vector V stated in frame B can be re-stated in frame A with
AV = A

BT(BV).

A homogeneous transform A
BT defines the transformation of a position vector

in frame B to a new position and orientation in frame A, but it also represents the

position and orientation of coordinate frame B expressed in frame A. In this way,

homogeneous transforms are operations of position vectors within a coordinate

system and also the definition of coordinate frames themselves.

The local coordinate frame, B, defined by the homogeneous transform in Equa-

tion 3.11 exists at position p0 and has its axes aligned to unit vectors x̂, ŷ and

ẑ respectively, all referenced from the coordinate space of A. This transform is

equivalent to having a duplicate set of axes at the origin of frame A that are

rotated using rotation matrix R and then translated by the vector p0. The ho-

mogeneous transform is applied to a position vector as shown in Equation 3.13,

where an addition zero is concatenated vertically to the bottom of the position

vector.

To apply a local coordinate frame to each alpha-helix model, a deterministic

mapping of the position and axes of the new local coordinate frame to the geom-

etry of the model is required to ensure that the simulations are repeatable and

generate the same output data for the same input data. This mapping is shown

in Figure 3.8 and defined as follows:
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1. The origin point of the coordinate frame is set to the starting position (ps)

of the alpha-helix model.

2. The X-axis is aligned to the model’s cylinder axis such that the positive

direction of the axis points towards the end position (pe) from the start

position (ps).

3. The Y-axis is aligned to the perpendicular line drawn from the alpha-helix

cylinder axis to the first (by index value), non-glycine sidechain position.

X-Axis

Y-Axis

Figure 3.8: Diagram of the local coordinate frame axes overlaid on a representation of an
alpha-helix. The X-axis is aligned along the axis of the helix. The Y-axis is aligned to the first
non-glycine sidechain, which is indicated by the small green circle extending from the helix. The
Z-axis is not shown but would be constructed using the right-hand rule and therefore extend
out of the page towards the reader.

The Y-axis had to be defined specifically by the first ’non-glycine’ sidechain

position along the helix. Glycine is an amino-acid that has a sidechain consisting

of a single hydrogen atom. As mentioned at the start of this chapter, pdb files store

positions for all atoms, except for hydrogen. Thus, no sidechain atoms exist in

glycine to create an appropriated sidechain position. Therefore, to work around

the edge-case where the first sidechain on an alpha-helix was glycine, the first

non-glycine sidechain position was selected. The vector defining this sidechain

position is pa.
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3.2.1 Local Coordinate Frame Transformations

The x̂, ŷ and ẑ axes of the local coordinate frame were defined relative to the pdb

coordinate space by the three unit vectors as follows:

x̂ = d̂ =
∥∥∥p

e
− p

s

∥∥∥
2

=
(p
e
− p

s
)

|p
e
− p

s
|

ŷ =
∥∥∥s1 − pa∥∥∥2 =

(s1 − pa)
|s1 − pa|

ẑ = x̂× ŷ

(3.15)

where the X-axis direction x̂ is defined by the alpha-helix cylinder axis d̂ or cal-

culated directly from the alpha-helix model’s start (ps) and end (pe) positions.

The Y-axis direction ŷ was defined using the first non-glycine sidechain position

s1 and the point along the alpha-helix cylinder axis pa that was used to draw a

perpendicular line to s1. The position pa was calculated using the parametric line

equation previously shown in Equation 3.8, where px was the position s1. The

Z-axis can then simply be determined using the cross product of x̂ and ŷ. The

rotational sub-matrix R and origin position vector P which construct the homo-

geneous transform and define the local coordinate frame within the pdb space are

as follows in Equation 3.16a and Equation 3.16b.

pdb
localR =

[
x̂ ŷ ẑ

]
pdbP = ps

(3.16a)

pdb
localT = (pdblocalR,

pdbP ) (3.16b)

Now that the transform from pdb space to the alpha-helix’s local coordinate
pdb
localT has been defined, the positional data of the alpha-helix model is transformed

from the original pdb space to the new local coordinate frame. After this, the po-

sition can be referenced through the local coordinate frame. A template notation

for this data transform is given in Equation 3.17. Where position pdbP stands

for any positional data in the pdb space, pdb
localT

−1
is the inverse of the coordinate

transform from pdb to local space and localP is the resulting position in the lo-

cal alpha-helix coordinate frame. Note, the inverse of the transform pdb
localT is the

transpose of its rotation matrix and the multiplication of its translation vector by
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the negative transpose of the rotation matrix. This is shown in Equation 3.18.

The inverse of the transform can be used for the transformation from pdb coordi-

nate space into the local space. The normal transform converts a position in local

coordinate space into its equivalent location in pdb coordinate space.

localP = pdb
localT

−1 pdbP (3.17)

T−1 =

[
Rᵀ −RᵀP

0 1

]
(3.18)

3.3 Simulation Framework

So far in this chapter, the selection and processing of pdb data have been cov-

ered. The alpha-helix model was described and the mathematical definitions of

its construction and the attachment of its local coordinate frame detailed. In the

remainder of this chapter, the structure of the simulation framework is explained,

and an example simulation is set up using all the concepts covered above. The

reasons for using a framework were previously discussed at the end of Section

2.2.2.

The simulation framework was written using MATLAB 2020b and holds all the

data structures and code required to generate the alpha-helix models from raw pdb

files. It also constructs and manipulates the coordinate frames which structure

and control the simulation space, and generate graphical representations of the

simulation. The framework is the basis of the simulations used to calculate the

electrostatic interaction forces between the alpha-helix models.

The simulation framework is split into two components. First, the data struc-

tures for amino-acid structures, the alpha-helix model and coordinate frames. And

second, the functions used by the framework to manipulate the data structures.

3.3.1 Implementation in MATLAB

In this section, the implementation details of the simulation framework’s data

structures and functions are described. The tables below show each of the data

structures for the amino-acid structures (Table 3.2), alpha-helix models (Table

3.3) and coordinate frame (Table 3.4). In each table the core variables are stated

and their variable type given. In the coordinate frame data structure, the ho-

mogeneous transform was seperated into a position vector and a rotation matrix.
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This is one of the alternative forms. While the homogeneous transform is con-

ceptually and notationally more efficient, it is more computational efficient to

break it apart if it is known in advance that the homogeneous transform does not

perform any scaling of perspective shift transformations. The transforms used in

the coordinate framework only perform translation and rotation transforms and

so the stages of the transform were computed separately.

The Amino Acid Chain class shown in Table 3.2, represents the approximated

amino-acid structure after parsing and processing the pdb file. A range of index

values are used to select sections of the structure to be turned into helix objects.

It stores: the location of the original pdb data file, a list of backbone position

vectors as a matrix, a list of sidechain position vectors as a matrix, and a list of

sidechain sizes as a vector. The same index value is used to access all position

and size data variables.

Table 3.2: Data table of the Amino Acid Chain class. The names, backbone positions, sidechain
positions and sidechain sizes are length N where N is the total number of residues in the pdb

file. This data object stores the parsed and processed pdb file data after the backbone and
sidechain positions have been approximated.

Name Type Description

names N string list List of AA residue names
backbone positions 3×N -matrix List of approximated backbone positions
sidechain positions 3×N -matrix List of approximated sidechain positions
sidechain sizes 1×N -vector List of sidechain radii
pdb file path string Path to original pdb file

Once a range of indices from the amino-acid data is selected, it is converted

into a Helix Object class shown in Table 3.3. Each instance of this class stores

the data for each alpha-helix in a simulation. It also stores data for the alpha-

helix model, such as the start and end position of the helix cylinder and its radius.

Additionally, it determines and stores the properties of each sidechain, such as its

hydrophobicity and electrostatic charge value. Lastly, it stores the original pdb

coordinate data so the helices can be transformed to their original conformation

once in the simulation framework’s coordinate system.

The last class is the Coordinate Frame shown in Table 3.4. Each instance

of this class is used to define a coordinate frame. The base variable is used

to denote if this coordinate frame is the global coordinate frame. In the next

section, this value will be used as part of a recursive algorithm that traverses the

coordinate frame system. The parent and children variables are used to create a
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Table 3.3: Data table of the Helix Object class. The variables: position one, position two
and the up direction are used to store the x̂ and ŷ axes values of the alpha-helix prior to
the local coordinate frame being attached. The values ‘original pos’, ‘original direction’ and
‘original up’ are where the original pdb coordinate space values are stored after the cylinder and
sidechain position have been transformed into the local coordinate space. The ‘parent frame’ is
a reference pointer to the local coordinate frame once it has been attached and is used as part
of the recursive algorithms discussed later in this section. The ‘sidechain properties’ hold any
physical or chemical properties for each sidechain that may be needed for the simulation. In
this case, it holds the sidechains electrostatic charge as either a 1, 0 or −1 value.

Name Type Description

position one 1× 3-vector Cylinder Start Position
position two 1× 3-vector Cylinder End Position
radius value Cylinder Radius
up direction 1× 3-vector Y-Axis Direction
parent frame reference Reference to Parent Coordinate Frame
original pos 1× 3-vector Original Position in pdb space
original direction 1× 3-vector Original Orientation in pdb space
original up 1× 3-vector Original Y-Axis in pdb space
sidechain names N string list List of Residue Sidechain Names
sidechain positions 3×N -matrix List of Sidechain Positions
sidechain sizes 1×N -vector List of Sidechain Radii
sidechain properties 1×N -vector List of Sidechain Electrostatic Charges

doubly-linked list between coordinate frames referenced within the current frame

(child frames) and the coordinate frame that the current frame is referenced from

(parent frame). The object reference variable stores a pointer to the simulation

object that this coordinate frame is attached to, such as a helix object. Finally,

the position start, position end, rotation from parent and translation from parent

are used to define the coordinate transform itself. The rotation and translation

variables are separate components of the homogeneous transform. The position

start and end variables are used to help define object within the coordinate frame.

Each of the simulation framework’s data structures discussed above were writ-

ten as a MATLAB handle class. This allowed a single instance of each object to

exist, and a reference passed to other objects and functions, rather than MAT-

LAB creating a new copy of the object each time. Referencing and updating an

existing object is much faster than recreating it anew whenever it is altered. The

collection of functions of the simulation framework were also written together as

a handle class. This class was also used to maintain the original instance of each

of the amino-acid, helix object and coordinate frame data structures. In addition

to the functions that create helix objects from raw pdb data, the most important
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Table 3.4: Data table of the Coordinate Frame class. The base value is set so that the recursive
algorithms knows when it has reached the simulation coordinate frame. The parent variable
links to the frame’s parent coordinate frame. The children list links to all coordinate frames
that are nested within this frame. The object value links to a helix object if one is attached.
The rotation from parent and translation from parent together define the coordinate transform
to move from the parent to this local coordinate frame.

Name Type Description

base boolean
Set if this frame is
the Simulation Frame

children reference list
List of References to all
Child Coordinate Frames

parent reference
Reference to parent
coordinate Frame

object reference Reference to Helix object
position start 1× 3-vector Position of Local Origin

position end 1× 3-vector
End Position of
Helix Object if present

rotation from parent 3× 3-matrix
Rotation from Parent
Frame to this Frame

translation from parent 1× 3-vector
Translation from Parent
Frame to this Frame

set of functions govern the coordinate transforms.

3.3.2 Traversing Nested Coordinate Frames

The most important operations in the simulation framework are the transforma-

tions of data between coordinate frames. In this section, the system of connected

coordinate frames and their use in calculating sidechain positions are explained.

This process is vital for the simulation framework, as it must be performed for all

electrostatic interaction calculations between helix objects.

Each simulation starts with a global simulation coordinate frame, ‘SIM’ for

short. This frame is sometimes known as the world or root frame in other coordi-

nate frame system implementations. Any helix objects, their coordinate frames,

and child frames are referenced from this initial SIM frame. An example set up is

shown in Figure 3.9, where the numbered circles represent coordinate frames and

the SIM frame is numbered zero and marked with an asterisk. Two helix objects

are inserted into the simulation. Helix 1 in frame 1 is inserted directly into the

SIM frame and the Helix 2 in frame 3 is inserted into the SIM frame via frame

2, an empty joint. All positions in a simulation calculation, such as the sidechain
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positions in the electrostatic interaction calculation, are done from the reference

of the SIM frame. In other words, when the electrostatic interaction is calculated,

all sidechain positions are first transformed into the SIM frame’s coordinate space

before being used in the calculation. As the architecture of the coordinate frame

system is tree-like, where the SIM frame is the root node and all other objects are

children of that root node, a tree-walking algorithm can be used to move between

the coordinate frames.

0*

1 2Helix 1

Helix 23

Joint 1

Base Frame

1 2 3

1 2 3 4 5

Sidechains

Sidechains
Figure 3.9: Diagram showing the connections between coordinate frames in an example simu-
lation set up. Coordinate frames are shown as numbered circles. The global coordinate frame
(SIM) is indicated by the circle containing 0∗. The arrows indicate the connections between
frames. Sidechains are expressed as numbered squares.

Equation 3.19 shows the tree-walking algorithm which was designed as a re-

cursive function fr(i, Pout). The function takes two input values: the index of the

current frame, i, and the output position vector Pout passed between the levels

of recursion. As matrix transformation operations need to be applied backwards

from the input matrix or input vector, the recursive function is started at the
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helix containing the sidechain positions that need to be transformed into the base

frame.

fr(i, Pout) =

{
Pout i = 0

fr(i− 1, i−1
i T Pout) i > 0

}
(3.19)

Using Figure 3.9 as an example, the recursive algorithm starts at frame 3

with fr(3,
3Ps). Where 3Ps is the starting helix position in frame 3, equating to

[0 0 0]ᵀ. As the current frame is not the base frame, the bottom part of the piece-

wise function is used. The next frame index is set to i−1 = 2 and the second value

is calculated by transforming 3Ps into coordinate frame 2’s coordinate space by

using the 2
3T . As discussed in Section 3.2.1, 2

3T is equivalent to i−1Pi+
i−1
i R, whose

values are determined from the current frame’s instance of the Coordinate Frame

class. The step above is repeated until the current frame is SIM frame 0 where

Pout is given as the final result. This algorithm, therefore, walks up the tree-like

structure of the simulation coordinate frame system until it encounters the SIM

frame. At each coordinate frame, it applies the coordinate transform to the output

position vector in order to move to the next frame. In the simulation framework,

this function is called Get Position World Frame().

3.3.3 Example Simulation Setup

Using the explanation above, an example simulation was set up that matches the

configuration shown in Figure 3.9 to illustrate the functionality of the simulation

framework. The PDBID of the protein structure used was 2l7a.1.A and corre-

sponded to the R3 rod subdomain of talin. The data was extracted from the

pdb file using pdbread() and processed into an Amino Acid Chain instance. The

first two alpha-helices were selected from the processed data using the residue

indices 10 − 26 and 30 − 57. Each of these selections were then converted into

Helix Object instances.

Next, the SIM frame was set up with two new local coordinate frames for

the helices and one coordinate frame for the joint, SIM
αH1T , J1αH2T and J1

αH2T . Newly

constructed coordinate frames always have an origin position and an identity

rotation matrix, T (P ,R) = T ([0 0 0]ᵀ, I3). For the simplicity of this explanation,

the J1 joint frame does not alter the orientation or position of the αH2 frame,

meaning that J1
αH2T = SIM

αH2T Each helix object is attached to their local coordinate

frame. This also generates the transform that allows the local coordinate frame

to be positioned in its helix’s original conformation from the pdb data. These
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transforms are applied as shown in equation 3.20. The translation that subtracts

the first alpha-helix’s start position from both coordinate frames is not required

for the accuracy of the simulation, but moves the helices into the centre of the

SIM coordinate space while maintaining their pdb conformation relative to each

other. This makes visualising the simulation easier.

SIM
αH1T =

(
PDB
αH1 T

SIM
αH1T

)
− αH1P s

J1
αH2T =

(
PDB
αH2 T

J1
αH1T

)
− αH2P s

(3.20)

A function of the simulation framework was then used to generate a visual

representation of simulation. This is shown in Figure 3.10. The two helix objects

are displayed as red cylinders with the blue spheres representing their sidechain’s

position and size. The first non-glycine sidechain of the first helix is shown with

a magenta line connecting it to its helix.

3.3.4 Electrostatic Implementation

In order to produce force results from the simulation, a force calculation has to be

implemented. The last section of this chapter covers the electrostatic interaction

calculation used in the simulation, and its application to the example simulation.

The simulation framework uses the equation for Coulomb’s Law, derived in

Section 1.3.4, to estimate the magnitude of the electrostatic interactions between

the alpha-helices within each rod subdomain. The calculation is implemented

where the electrostatic interactions of each non-repeating pair of alpha-helices in

each bundle are determined in turn. Each possible non-repeating pair of sidechains

between two helices are combined to calculate an interaction force. The results of

the calculations between each pair of helices are summed. Equation 3.21a defines

the calculation between two alpha-helices a and b. Where an and bm are the total

number of sidechains on each alpha-helix, ke is Coulomb’s constant defined as 1
4πε0

,
aei and bej are the ith and jth sidechains’ electrostatic charge from alpha-helix a

and b respectively. Finally, d is the Euclidean distance between the ith and jth

sidechains’ electrostatic charge.

Fpair(a, b) =

an∑
i=0

 bm∑
j=0

(
kc

aei
bej

d2

) (3.21a)

To calculate the value d, the recursive tree-walking function described by Equa-

tion 3.19 in Section 3.3.2 was used. Taking the same example simulation from the
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Figure 3.10: Image generated by the simulation framework of R3 helix one and helix two alpha-
helix models. Red cylinder represents the backbone approximation and the blue spheres are
the sidechain approximations. The green lines link the sidechain spheres to the backbone. The
purple line indicates the first non-glycine sidechain link. The helix positions are shown after
coordinate frame attachment and the transformation to the pdb conformation and translation
back to simulation origin.

last section, αH1Pi and αH2Pj are the position of the ith sidechain on alpha-helix

one from the reference of frame αH1 and the position of the jth sidechain on

alpha-helix two from the reference of frame αH2. Both alpha-helices’ sidechain

positions are transformed into the SIM coordinate frame and the Euclidean dis-

tance between them is determined.

The positions of the two sidechains si and sj were first converted from their

alpha-helices’ local coordinate frames to the SIM frame.

SIMPi = SIM
αH1T

αH1Pi
SIMPj = SIM

αH2T
αH2Pj

(3.22a)

To determine the Euclidean distance between the two sidechain positions, the
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2-norm is taken of the difference between the two positions.

d =
∥∥SIMPi − SIMPj

∥∥
2

(3.22b)

This method was applied for each pair of sidechain interactions. The resulting

force value ∼4.5 pN for the example simulation above with two alpha-helices gave

results in the right order of magnitude for talin’s rod domain. Additionally, an

optimisation was made to increase the efficiency of the calculation. This was done

computationally by vectorisation of the mathematical functions. This applied the

coordinate transforms simultaneously to all sidechains positions of a helix by the

recursive function, instead of executing the recursive function and transforming

the sidechain pair positions individually.

In summary, to set up the simulation for a set of alpha-helices, the structural

data for the alpha-helices was selected and pre-processed. Each alpha-helix was

then approximated as a cylinder representing the backbone structure of the helix,

and as a collection of spheres that represent the sidechain position. A local coor-

dinate frame was attached to each alpha-helix model, which transformed all the

model’s positional data to be referenced through local coordinate frame. At the

same time, a transform was created which positioned the local coordinate frame so

its contained alpha-helix is returned to its original pdb position and orientation.

This allowed for the original conformation of the alpha-helices to be restored after

the local coordinate frames were attached. The single position and orientation of

the local coordinate frame could then be manipulated instead of all the individual

positions and orientations for each part of the alpha-helix model.

After the alpha-helix models and their coordinate frames were created, they

were attached to the simulation coordinate frame. The simulation coordinate

frame contained all other coordinate frames in the simulation. Their positions

and orientations were referenced from this frame. Finally, in combination with a

recursive algorithm, the electrostatic interactions between each alpha-helix were

calculated and combined into the interaction force value for the alpha-helices.
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4 Static Force Simulation Results &

Force-based Structural Optimisation

The validation and results discussed in this chapter have been published in a

paper with Scientific Reports [191]. A second paper on structural optimisation is

currently under review.

In the previous chapter, the new alpha-helix model’s backbone and sidechain

approximations were described, along with the core structure of the simulation

framework. In this chapter, the backbone and sidechain approximations and as-

sumptions are validated. Next, the force results from the new simulation are

detailed, followed by a discussion on further increasing the accuracy of the force

results by improving the structural data. This leads on to the explanation of

implementing an optimisation algorithm to search for more energetically stable

conformations and the results of the subsequent simulation. Finally, the results

of the two simulations are compared to experimental data in the form of force vs.

extension curves.

4.1 Validation of Approximations

The alpha-helix model and the simulation framework are considered successful

and meet the original specification when: the backbone and sidechain models

are plausible and can approximate a distribution of alpha-helix and sidechain

shapes and sizes; the electrostatic forces from the simulation are approximate to

the physiologically relevant range of forces experienced by talin, and experimen-

tally measured results, thereby improving upon the results of previous simulation

methodologies; and finally, when the rod domain force values can be used to

generate a force vs. extension curve that is similar to the experimental curves.

4.1.1 Backbone Approximation

The approximation of the alpha-helix backbone used two assumptions to simplify

the structure: 1) an alpha-helix is a straight, rigid structure, and 2) the size of

the rigid alpha-helix is constant along its length. However, structures from X-

ray crystallography show that alpha-helices in coiled-coil domains can be curved

and twisted [206]. Even so, as long as the positions of the sidechain relative to

each other and relative to the original position of the alpha-helix backbone are
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maintained, the assumptions used to approximate the backbone of the alpha-helix

did not alter the force calculations. These assumptions allowed the simplification

of the alpha-helix amino-acid backbone positions by replacing them with a straight

axis through the core of the alpha-helix. This axis represented the direction and

length of the alpha-helix. The width of the alpha-helix was approximated as the

mean distance between the axis and each backbone position.

In order to test the alpha-helix backbone approximation and to validate the

assumptions used to create the approximation, the original positions of the amino-

acid backbone were compared to the approximated alpha-helix axis. This was

accomplished by determining the closest Euclidean distance from the backbone

position to the helix axis. A regression line through the distance data was cal-

culated and its gradient determined. If the gradient was large, this meant that

there was skew between the approximated helix axis and the backbone positions.

This indicated that the curve in the helix was too large or the curve contained

multiple changes in direction which prevented it from being approximated as a

straight axis. A small or zero gradient meant that the axis approximated the

backbone well. The gradient values from all helices were collected and plotted in

a box plot, as a histogram with a normal distribution overlaid, and an ordered

gradient distribution in Figure 4.1.

The values from the box plot in Figure 4.1a indicate the helix axes approximate

the backbone position well, as the mean and median values are close to zero

with a small standard deviation. The histogram in Figure 4.1b shows that the

data was not biased. The plot in Figure 4.1c shows the regression line gradients

ordered by magnitude. Almost two-thirds of the gradients are below the mean

line and less than 10 of these gradients are outliers. Individual distance vs. helix

index scatter plots were generated of two helices with good axis approximations.

These are shown in Figure 4.2. For both, there is minimal difference between the

green mean line and the red regression lines. However, as shown in the box plot,

there were approximately six outliers. Two of these outliers were also plotted

individually and are shown in Figure 4.3. Both regression lines have a larger

difference compared to the mean line, but the histogram plot shows that the data

is not biased.

Possible improvements, such as splitting the backbone into individual seg-

ments that can be oriented separately from each other, or implementing a curved

backbone axis are discussed in Section 5.1 of the discussion chapter. However, the

majority of the backbone axes were approximated well by the helix axis, as their
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(b) Histogram of the distribution of regression line an-
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(c) Ordered gradient plot.

Figure 4.1: Different plots of combined gradient data of the regression lines calculated for each
helix. (a) Box plot of absolute values: Median = 0.198, Mean = 0.292 and standard deviation
= 0.299. (b) Histogram with normal distribution. (c) Ordered plot of absolute gradients with
mean line indicated. (MATLAB, 2020b, https://www.mathworks.com)

regression lines showed only a small difference in gradient (only six helices had

regression lines with large gradients,> 0.6, relative to the median value 0.198).

Therefore, the backbone approximation achieved the requirements set, namely

that it is plausible and that it can approximate a distribution of alpha-helices.
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(b) Box plot of the distribution of regression line angles.
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(c) Helix backbone radius and skew,
subdomain R12, helix 2
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(d) Box plot of the distribution of regression line angles.

Figure 4.2: Individual Plots for R7H1 (a & b) and R12H2 (c & d) representing well approximated
helices. (a & c) Distance and regression plots. Blue line and markers show the distances between
the backbone positions and the helix axis. Green line is the mean distance line and the red line
is the regression line. For these well approximated helix backbones, the difference between the
mean line and the regression line is minimal at a gradient of 0.041° and −0.012°. (b & d) His-
togram plots of the backbone distances. The graphs indicate that the distribution of distances
are not biased, the approximated helix axis is appropriate, and the mean distance was a reason-
able choice for the backbone cylinder radius. (MATLAB, 2020b, https://www.mathworks.com)
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(b) Box plot of the distribution of regression line angles.
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(d) Box plot of the distribution of regression line angles.

Figure 4.3: Individual Plots for R9H2 (a & b) and R1H3 (c & d) representing relatively poorly
approximated helices. (a & c) Distance and regression plots. Blue line and markers show the
distances between the backbone positions and the helix axis. Green line is the mean distance
line and the red line is the regression line. For these poorly approximated helix backbones, the
difference between the mean line and the regression line is larger at a gradient of 1.27° and 1.12°.
(b & d) Histogram plots of the backbone distances. The graphs indicate that the distribution
of distances are not biased. (MATLAB, 2020b, https://www.mathworks.com)
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4.1.2 Sidechain Approximation

The sidechain approximation used the following assumptions to simplify the side-

chains of the alpha-helices: 1) the position of the sidechain atoms can be repre-

sented by a single position at their centroid, 2) the mean distance of the sidechain

atoms to their centroid can be used to approximate the size of the sidechain, 3) a

sphere can be used to represent the shape of the sidechain, and 4) the properties

of the sidechain, such as electrostatic charge, are equivalent to a point charge at

the centroid position of the sidechain. Several coarse-grain structural approxima-

tions of amino-acid residues have successfully applied similar approximations to

simplify their models [155, 157, 207], which gives precedent to this approach.

To further verify the approximations, the distances between each sidechain

atom and the centroid of their position were calculated for every sidechain on

all alpha-helices used in the simulations. Also, the position of the sidechains

was calculated and zero-meaned with respect to their corresponding backbone

position, enabling comparisons between them. Additionally, the orientation of

the sidechains was aligned. This was done by rotating each collection of sidechain

atoms so that the vector direction of the line between their carbon-alpha position

and their centroid position was equal. As a result, the average shape of each

sidechain could be visualised, irrespective of its orientation. This process was

applied to every atom of every sidechain. Next, all sidechain atoms were grouped

by sidechain type. To help visualise this data, the sidechain atom positions for

all isoleucine sidechains were plotted from different perspectives shown in Figure

4.4. These plots include guide circles that define four regions in the data. The

inner and outer dashed circle show the first and third quartile distance from the

atoms to the centroid position at the origin. The solid black and red lines show

the median and mean distance respectively.

Three other sidechains were plotted in the same manner and are shown along-

side isoleucine in Figure 4.5. In plots 4.5a, 4.5b and 4.5c, the majority of the

sidechain atoms can be seen within the red mean circle and the atoms position

are evenly distributed around the plot. This shows that this approximation worked

well for these sidechains across all helices. In plot 4.5d the sidechain atoms are

less evenly distributed with a bias towards the left and right sides of the plot.

However, the majority of the atoms in 4.5a are still within the mean line, because

the black median line is also within the mean line. This approximation is valid for

cases such as histidine, as it generalises the response to collisions without needing

to consider the directions that collisions come from. Other methods of approxi-
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(d) Rotation of 90 degrees.

Figure 4.4: (a-d) The representation of sidechain atoms around their centroid position for all
the isoleucine sidechains. Each panel in the figure shows the same data but from a different
angle. (MATLAB, 2020b, https://www.mathworks.com/)

mating the sidechains such as CABS, UNRES and Dual Pseudo Atom (DPA) were

also considered. However, the increase in the accuracy of these other methods was

outweighed by the large increase in approximation complexity. These other meth-

ods are discussed in detail in Section 5.2 of the discussion chapter, along with the

reasons for selecting the method used in this thesis and why it worked well in this

context.
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(a) Scatter plot of tryptophan sidechain atoms positions.
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(b) Scatter plot of isoleucine sidechain atoms positions.
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(c) Scatter plot of methionine sidechain atoms positions.
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(d) Scatter plot of histidine sidechain atoms positions.

Figure 4.5: Sidechain atom position scatter plots of four different sidechains. (a) Trypto-
phan. (b) Isoleucine. (c) Methionine. (d) Histidine. Solid black circle indicates the me-
dian distance and solid red line indicates the mean distance. Inside dashed circle and outside
dashed circle indicates the first and third quartile distances respectively. (MATLAB, 2020b,
https://www.mathworks.com/)
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4.2 Simulation Results

To generate force results for each rod subdomain of talin, a simulation was set up

for each rod subdomain using the process described in Section 3.3.2. The selected

structural data for each rod domains and its corresponding alpha-helix residue

index ranges are shown in Table 4.1.

Table 4.1: The selected pdb structure shown as PDBID for each rod domain of talin. The index
ranges for each alpha-helix are also listed. The H5 helix of R2, R3, R4 and R8 is blank as these
rod domains have only four helices.

Domain PDBID H1 H2 H3 H4 H5

R1 6R9T 5-29 41-75 85-116 121-140 149-170
R2 6R9T 8-38 44-68 79-100 108-136 ——
R3 2L7A 10-26 30-57 61-90 95-110 ——
R4 2LQG 2-27 41-63 68-94 102-130 ——
R5 6R9T 10-34 45-72 77-102 106-135 140-162
R6 2L10 2-18 30-55 59-84 90-119 124-148
R7 5FZT 2-19 31-58 61-91 239-264 269-295
R8 5FZT 107-123 130-156 161-188 194-217 ——
R9 4F7G 5-30 42-66 71-98 102-129 137-167
R10 2KVP 8-21 31-58 63-87 91-120 125-149
R11 3DYJ 2-26 38-63 67-94 100-127 135-166
R12 3DYJ 12-31 43-66 69-94 101-130 134-160
R13 2JSW 2-25 42-74 81-117 122-143 152-177

After each rod subdomain’s simulation was set up, the electrostatic interaction

forces were determined using the method from Section 3.3.4. The electrostatic

interaction force results for each rod domain bundle are shown below in Table 4.2.

In terms of absolute force values, the simulation force results range from

5.26 pN to 43.6 pN, encapsulating the ranges of unfolding force events recorded

experimentally by Yao et al. [12, 161]. The force values were also at the order

of magnitude, 10−12 to 10−13 N, matching the physiologically relevant range of

force for talin. This is a significant improvement on the accuracy of the previous

computational results, where results ranged from 10−9 to 10−12 N [9, 142]. This

improved range of interaction force values shows that the new simulation method

has indeed improved upon efforts to determine unfolding forces for talin’s rod

domain. The data in Table 4.2 were used to generate a force vs. extension curve

that was plotted with the digitised version of Yao et al.’s data in Figure 4.6. Each

unfolding event was set to extend the rod domain by 40 nm and the R7 and R8

event were combined with a double extension length (Unlike Yao et al.’s data
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Table 4.2: The calculated electrostatic force values between the alpha-helices for each alpha-helix
coiled-coiled subdomain within talin’s rod domain. Negative force values represent attractive
interaction and positive force values represent repulsive interactions. The three outliers were
R2, R4 and R8 with repulsive interactions.

Bundle Force, pN
R1 -30.9
R2 18.6
R3 -8.90
R4 22.0
R5 -40.3
R6 -20.5
R7 -7.28
R8 12.2
R9 -5.27
R10 -24.5
R11 -29.3
R12 -11.0
R13 -43.6
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Figure 4.6: Estimated unfolding force response of talin rod domain using static force data from
simulation. Digitised data from Yao et al. [12] shown for comparison.
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this plot did not include the extension contribution from the stretching of linker

domains and other unstructured sections of talin’s rod domain).

This data and plot highlight three outlying values. The R2, R4 and R8 domain

values were all positive at 18.6 pN, 22.0 pN and 12.2 pN respective and shown

extending far to the left of the graph. Due to the polarity of Coulomb’s law,

interactions that result in negative force values are attractive interactions and

interactions that result in a positive force value are repulsive. Therefore, the R2,

R4 and R8 domains are overall repulsive in nature. The repulsive values are in

contrast to the current evidence for the unfolding events of talin’s rod domain,

where all the domain are folded in their resting state. Interestingly, all three

subdomains only contain four alpha-helices. There may be a correlation between

the four helices and the repulsive outcome. Since R3 also has four helices but was

not repulsive, the correlation was not strong. The repulsiveness was later resolved

using an optimisation simulation. The results of this additional simulation showed

that the R2 and R4 domain were attractive, and also explored the special case of

the R8 domain.

4.3 Structural Optimisation

While investigating a method to explain the previously generated, repulsive forces

of the R2, R4 and R8 subdomains, Figure 4.7 was created. This data came from

a simulation arrangement where two helices from the same rod domain bundle

were attached to the simulation frame and positioned in their original pdb confor-

mation. Instead of calculating a single electrostatic interaction, the helices were

rotated and at each rotation interval an interaction force was calculated. This

resulted in a force value for each possible combination of rotations for each helix.

These values were plotted as a surface plot in Figure 4.7 where the X and Y axes

define the rotation of the first and second helix respectively and the Z-axis shows

the resulting force value. Unexpectedly, this figure indicated that the helices were

in their most unstable configuration.
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Figure 4.7: (a-b) Surface plot of interaction force values of helix one and two for the R6 rod
domain. The two helices rotated through 360 degrees. Figure (b) contains the same data as (a)
but with a perspective rotated by 90 degrees.

The position (0, 0) in Figure 4.7 indicates the same rotation and orientation of

the alpha-helix as in its original pdb conformation. This position’s force value is

almost at the highest point of the surface plot with the lowest repulsive force (red

area), where the higher repulsive force values correspond to lower stability of the

configuration. The 2nd law of thermodynamics indicates that in the absence of

external forces talin’s protein structures in a living cell tends towards the lowest

stable energy state. This means that talin’s rod domains tend towards being

as attractive as possible. However, the data in Figure 4.7 shows that the pdb

conformation of these two alpha-helices is not in the most stable state as more

attractive interactions are achievable with other rotational conformations. Using

these more stable conformations in the simulation may result in an improved

model for the unfolding of talin that more closely matches the experimental data.

Obviously, the data shown in Figure 4.7 is not taking into account the other alpha-

helices within the R6 domain. Therefore, the next step was to confirm that more

stable conformations exist for the full R6 domain and the other rod subdomain.

However, each alpha-helix increases the dimensional complexity of the result-

ing data and two alpha-helices are already the limit for visual plots. Furthermore,

the computation time increases dramatically with each additional alpha-helix, as

the generation of the force data from the rotations is an O(n2) complexity prob-

lem with respect to time and grows exponentially. Therefore, an optimisation

algorithm was used to decrease the computational time complexity by ‘searching’

the problem space for other lower energy states.
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4.3.1 Optimisation Algorithm

The electrostatic interaction values in Table 4.2 (on page 87) were the starting

point for the optimisation algorithm and the baseline for comparison of the re-

sults from said optimisation algorithm. In addition to rotating each alpha-helix,

the new simulation also translates each helix along its axis in order to explore

additional conformations.

The optimisation algorithm Fmincon (from MatLab’s Optimisation Toolbox)

was used and allows optimisation with imposed restraints (see Equation 4.1).

The Fmincon algorithm minimises the output of a constrained non-linear multi-

variable function, in this case the force calculation. In other words, using the

algorithm it is possible to identify new alpha-helix bundle conformations that have

lower internal energy states by translating and rotating alpha-helices within a set

of constraints. The MultiStart configuration was used to run multiple instances

of the optimisation algorithm in parallel. Input variable x was the position and

rotation of each helix within a bundle, lb was the vector of lower constraints of x

and likewise, ub were the upper constraints of x.

min
x
f(x) such that {lb ≤ x ≤ ub} (4.1)

The initial results from the optimisation algorithm included attractive forces

that were larger than the physiological relevant ranges of talin by several orders

of magnitude. This was the result of charged sidechains intersecting each other

during the simulation. A penalty function was designed and implemented into the

cost function used by the optimisation algorithm. This prevented sidechains from

colliding and intersecting each other. The penalty function is defined in Equation

4.2.

x = d− (r1 + r2)

F = −ksx
(4.2)

The penalty function was modelled on a simple spring interaction where F was

the penalty force, ks was a coefficient value set at 10−6 which prevented sidechain

overlap while also preventing the optimisation algorithm becoming too stiff. As

input values near their constraints, a stiff optimisation algorithm can become

very slow. Value x was the Euclidean distance of intersection between the two

sidechains. Where r1 and r2 were the radii of the two sidechains and d was the
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Euclidean distance between the centres of the two sidechains. If the x value of the

penalty function was negative, meaning that the distance between the centres of

the two sidechains was less than the total radii of the sidechains, the calculated

force was added to the cost function. This increased the value of the cost function,

which steered the optimisation algorithm’s search away from sidechain collisions.

The optimisation algorithm modifies the alpha-helices’ axial rotation and trans-

lation along the alpha-helices’ primary axis to determine the conformation with

the highest internal attractive force between all the alpha-helices within the bun-

dle simultaneously. The upper and lower bounds of the rotation and translation of

the helices were set at ±15 degrees and ±10�A respectively compared to the orig-

inal position defined in the pdb structures. These values were chosen to ensure

that the resulting orientation and position of the alpha-helices did not diverge

too far from the original pdb data, as the pdb conformations have clearly yielded

usable results in the past.

4.3.2 Results of Optimisation

The optimisation of the thirteen rod domain bundles was conducted while con-

straining the bounds of the optimisation search so that confirmations wildly dif-

ferent from the PDB structure were excluded. The initial results before the im-

plementation of the cost function based collision system are shown in Table 4.3.

Three subdomains exhibited extremely high attractive forces that were orders of

magnitude larger than the original force values and the physiologically relevant

range of force for talin. These subdomains were: the R6 at 600 pN, the R10 at

130 pN, and the R12 at 1630 pN. Inspection of the resulting structures of these

subdomains after optimisation clearly showed that some sidechain positions had

overlapped. Therefore, the cost function based collision system was implemented

to steer the optimisation process away from these incorrect conformations.

Following optimisation with the cost function based collision system, twelve

of the thirteen bundles showed a change in conformation to a more energetically

favourable one, resulting in a negative shift in their electrostatic interaction force

values, corresponding to an increase in the alpha-helices’ overall electrostatic at-

tractiveness to each other within each bundle (Table 4.4 and Figure 4.8). The

attractive interactions increased on average by 12.1 pN across the thirteen bun-

dles.
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Table 4.3: Comparison of original alpha-helix bundle forces with the forces values generated
from the optimisation simulation before the implementation of the cost function based collision
system. The difference between the original structure’s force and the optimised structure’s force
is given as the force delta. Subdomains where collisions produced large force values: R3, R10
and R12.

Bundle
Original
Force, pN

Optimised
Force, pN

Force
Delta, pN

R1 -30.8 -63.8 -33
R2 18.6 -0.958 -19.6
R3 -8.9 -28.8 -19.9
R4 22 -41.1 -63.1
R5 -40.3 -75.2 -34.9
R6 -20.5 -600 -580
R7 -7.28 -18 -10.7
R8 12.2 3.89 -8.33
R9 -5.26 -28 -22.7
R10 -24.5 -130 -106
R11 -29.3 -42.9 -13.6
R12 -11 -1630 -1610
R13 -43.6 -79 -35.4

Table 4.4: Comparison of original alpha-helix bundle forces with the forces values generated
from the optimisation simulation after the implementation of the cost function based collision
system. The difference between the original structure’s force and the optimised structure’s force
is given as the force delta. The mean value of all original force is −13 pN. The mean force of
the optimised force is −25.1 pN. Bundle R9 was the only bundle to have no change between its
optimised structure and its original structure. Position and rotation delta boundaries were not
hit for any bundles in the simulation.

Bundle
Original
Force, pN

Optimised Force,
with Collision pN

Force
Delta, pN

R1 -30.8 -39 -8.2
R2 18.6 -0.958 -19.6
R3 -8.9 -28.8 -19.9
R4 22 -6.31 -28.3
R5 -40.3 -44.5 -4.18
R6 -20.5 -25.7 -5.21
R7 -7.28 -18.7 -11.4
R8 12.2 3.89 -8.33
R9 -5.26 -5.26 0
R10 -24.5 -32.6 -8.08
R11 -29.3 -42.2 -12.9
R12 -11 -34.7 -23.7
R13 -43.6 -44.4 -0.837
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The change in position and orientation of each helix was also collected and shown

in Table 4.5. There were no correlations between the change in magnitude of

the position or rotation deltas and the change in magnitude of the force delta.

Therefore, the position and rotation deltas are a poor indicator for changes in the

force delta.

R9 was the only bundle that showed an unchanged conformation after the

simulation. None of the simulated bundles’ optimisation parameters hit the limit

constraints after optimisation was complete. This highlights that the optimisation

is successful and that the boundary conditions did not limit or alter the simulation

results.

Figure 4.8: Original alpha-helix bundle R6 superimposed with the final conformation after
optimal force interaction simulation. Original bundle coloured grey and the simulated bundle is
coloured red. The first sidechains are given on each helix to visualise the difference in rotation.
Original helices have the first sidechain coloured black, and the simulated helices are coloured
magenta. A rotation limit of ±15 degrees of pdb conformation and a translational limit of ±10
�A were set as the bounds for the simulation. Resulting force was −25.7 pN. Axial rotations of
each helix were (10.5, 13.9,−5.67,−11.0,−11.8) degrees. The remaining 12 alpha-helix bundle
images are tiled.

After the application of the optimisation algorithm to the complete bundles,

R2 and R4 shifted to attractive electrostatic interactions. Only R8 remained re-

pulsive at 3.89 pN. The repulsive nature of R8 may be explained by previous work
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Table 4.5: The resulting change in position and rotation of each helix within the structure is
given by the position and rotation delta. The order of the position and rotation deltas were as
follows: [helix one, helix two, helix three, helix four, helix five]. The four helix bundles: R2, R3,
R4 and R8 only display four values as they contain only four helices.

Bundle Position Delta, �A Rotation Delta, Degrees
Mean Postion

Delta, �A
Mean Rotation
Delta, Degrees

R1 [0.401, 6.9, -4, 0.617, 9.14] [-9.39, 0.397, 9.03, 12.6, -7.36] 2.61 1.06
R2 [9.37, 0.45, -0.41, 4.14] [13.8, -12.7, -9.88, -2.03] 3.39 -2.69
R3 [-7.61, 4.97, 7.18, 5.6] [-13.4, 12.9, 2.3, 2.52] 2.54 1.08
R4 [2.61, 0.769, 7.22, 7.65] [-10.6, -10.3, -8.03, 13.5] 4.56 -3.86
R5 [7.76, -0.193, 2.62, -9.26, 3.59] [-10.8, 13.3, -7.14, -9.29, -10.4] 0.905 -4.89
R6 [-7.88, -0.0381, -1.71, 7.34, 5.16] [10.5, 13.9, -5.67, -11, -11.8] 0.574 -0.834
R7 [1.37, -2.14, 4.52, -4.07, 0.969] [-9.55, -8.68, 0.911, -7.73, -9.55] 0.13 -6.92
R8 [-6.48, -6.06, 0.716, -9.07] [11.7, -2.88, 12.4, 1.84] -5.22 5.77
R9 [0, 0, 0, 0, 0] [0, 0, 0, 0, 0] 0 0
R10 [4.79, -0.94, 0.0922, -1.76, 1.89] [8.16, -9.81, 7.97, 9.63, 6.1] 0.812 4.41
R11 [-6.06, 0.716, -9.07, 5.38, -6.93] [11.7, -2.88, 12.4, 1.84, -9.72] -3.19 2.67
R12 [7.4, 1.21, 1.18, 8.86, -6.68] [1.41, -7.11, 13.2, 0.649, -0.872] 2.39 1.45
R13 [3.67, -6.22, -0.879, 3.11, 6.47] [-4.79, -4.87, 3.72, 5.94, -2.27] 1.23 -0.452

documented in literature that has indicated that R8 is unstable and allows vin-

culin to bind to its cryptic binding site in the absence of force [134]. Additionally,

it has been proposed that this binding of vinculin to the R8 subdomain in the

absence of force is required to promote focal adhesion maturation and to increase

traction force [208]. The R7 subdomain likely stabilises the R8 subdomain in place

with the R7 bundle unfolding at approximately −15 pN [12]. The non-optimised

values for R7 and R8 were −7.28 pN and 12.2 pN, a net repulsion of 4.92 pN. The

optimised structures, however, put the interaction value at −18.7 pN and 3.89 pN,

resulting in a net attractive value of −14.81 pN. This strong similarity between

experimental and in silico results for the R7 subdomain, validates the electrostatic

force simulation developed for this thesis.

To evaluate the results from both the optimisation simulation and the previous

force-based simulation, the force values were compared to existing experimental

results. To begin, rod domains were ranked in ascending order of unfolding force

(Table 4.6). Previous studies have calculated that the average unfolding extension

of talin’s rod domain bundles is 40 nm [8, 12]. Using the unfolding force values

from the results in Table 4.2 and the unfolding extension per bundle of 40 nm,

a force-extension graph was generated for the results of both the previous force-

based simulation and the optimised structures simulation. These were compared

against a digitised version of the force-extension results recorded experimentally

by Yao et al. [12] (this comparison is visualised in Figure 4.9).

Experimental data from literature shows that the rod domains of talin unfold
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Table 4.6: Estimated unfolding force thresholds for the optimised structures and the correspond-
ing estimated unfolding order of the alpha-helix bundles.

Unfolding Order 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

Bundle R2 R9 R4 R7(R8) R6 R3 R10 R12 R1 R11 R13 R5

Force -0.96 -5.26 -6.31 -14.9 -25.7 -28.8 -32.6 -34.7 -39.0 -42.2 -47.6 -48.3
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Figure 4.9: Estimated force vs extension response using original conformation unfolding force
data, grey line. Estimated force vs extension response using optimised conformation unfolding
force data, red line. Experimental data for comparison, blue line [12]. Double unfolding event
from R7-8 bundles is highlighted. A scaling factor of around 3.5 is needed to align the previous
force-based simulation data to the experimental data. A scaling factor of 2 is needed to align
the optimised simulation data with the experimental data.

within the range of 5 pN to 25 pN [12]. Previous simulations have been unable

to replicate this force range, producing peak unfolding forces of up to 1500 pN

[9, 141–143]. Using PDB structures, the force-based simulation produced unfold-

ing forces between −22 pN to 44 pN. This calculated force range covers 330% of

the physiologically relevant range of force for talin, which is ∼5 pN to ∼25 pN.

Following optimisation of bundle structures to their most energetically favourable

conformation, the new simulation produced unfolding forces between ∼1 pN to

∼49 pN, covering ∼ 240% of the physiologically relevant range of force for talin

(Figure 4.9). Furthermore, the large unfolding event at 15 pN seen in the ex-
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perimental data which corresponded with the dual unfolding of R7 and R8 was

replicated in our optimised simulation (Figure 4.9). Optimisation of structures,

therefore, increased the alignment of the range of force values by 38%, as well as

removing erroneous repulsive bundles. Previous results from molecular dynamics

simulations covered ∼ 7500% of the range. Therefore, the results presented in

this thesis show a more than ∼ 30 times improvement in matching the physically

relevant range of unfolding forces for talin’s rod domain compared to previous

computation methods.

To further validate the simulation, the R7 domain S1589D mutation was ex-

plored using the simulation. The S1589D mutation is caused by the phosphory-

lation of a serine residue at the start of the fourth helix of R7. This mutation

was created by Gough et al. to investigate the stability and interactions of the

R7 and R8 domains [209]. The mutation was shown to reduce the stability of

the two domains, resulting in their combined unfolding event occurring at a lower

force threshold of ∼10 pN compared to ∼14 pN. A new pdb file for the mutant

form was created from the original pdb file by swapping a serine residue of the

R7R8 pdb at index 1589 for an aspartic acid residue. This resulted in an effective

charge change of 0 to −1. Following this alteration, the unfolding force of the

R7–S1589D domain was calculated using the simulation. The results are shown

in Table 4.7.

Table 4.7: Comparison of force results for the S1589D mutation of the R7 domain.

Bundle
Original
Force, pN

Optimised Force,
with Collision pN

Force
Delta, pN

R7 -7.28 -18.7 -11.4
R7–S1589D -7.15 -15.9 -8.73

The result of the unfolding force simulation for the mutant R7-S1589D pdb

was −15.9 pN compared to −18.9 pN for the wild-type R7 pdb. This shows that

in the simulation, the R7-S1589D mutation reduced the stability of the subdo-

main and therefore its unfolding force threshold. Calculating the unfolding force

threshold of the combined R7R8 subdomain with the S1589D mutation results in

a value of −12.0 pN compared with −14.9 pN without the mutation. This change

in force value also shows a reduction in stability. These new unfolding force values

corroborate the experimental results by Gough et al. [209] and further validate

the simulation methodology.

The optimisation of rod domain structures improved the range of electrostatic
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interaction values for the rod domain bundles. This indicates that further valida-

tion and refinement of structures from the PDB could improve other simulations

of talin’s rod domains. It also validates the simulation framework and method-

ology described here as a useful tool for manipulating and simulating alpha-helix

interactions. Future work involving the application of the framework to other

research questions than static force estimation is covered in the discussion.

Results from both the previous simulation and the optimised structures simu-

lation are much closer in range and absolute values to the experimental values and

the known physiologically relevant range of forces, compared to force results from

previous computational methodologies. Even though the force-based coordinate-

frame simulation framework shown here currently computes only electrostatic in-

teractions, these are very encouraging results. Possible areas for improvement

in the models and the simulation framework have been identified, including: im-

plementing additional non-bonded intermolecular interactions and enhancing the

accuracy of the alpha-helix model by breaking it into multiple flexible segments.

These possible improvements are being considered for future work and are covered

in more detail in the next chapter.
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5 Discussion

In this thesis, the following has been achieved: a novel simulation framework that

operates directly within the force-domain was developed. Approximated mod-

els of alpha-helices were designed and used in conjunction with the simulation

framework to simulate the unfolding forces of the rod subdomains of talin. This

simulation produced unfolding forces in the range of ∼1 pN to ∼49 pN. The phys-

iologically relevant range of forces for the unfolding of talin’s rod domain is ∼5 pN

to ∼25 pN. This is a significant improvement over previously used computational

methods such as molecular dynamics, where simulations produced force ranges

between ∼1 pN to ∼1500 pN. The improvement of these results is equivalent to

a greater than 30 times reduction in the computed unfolding force range of talin,

only 2.4 times larger than the physiologically relevant range for talin.

In this chapter, several topics that warrant further discussion are covered.

1) The helix backbone model was shown to be an appropriate approximation

for the majority of helices in Section 4.1.1. However, there were Approximately

six outlying helices that were not approximated well by this method. In Section

5.1, improvements that are considered in order to improve the backbone model in

future simulation are discussed.

2) For the sidechain approximation, a simple model was chosen. A more

detailed model of the residue sidechains may have improved the accuracy of the

model and therefore the results of the unfolding force simulation. Section 5.2

describes other considered sidechain models and argues why a more detailed model

was not the best option.

3) Hydrophobic interactions play an important role in protein folding similar

to electrostatic forces, but these interactions were not included in the simulations.

The reasons for not including these interactions are explored in Section 5.3, along

with a description of the efforts made to approximate the hydrophobic effects as

direct forces.

4) Section 5.4 covers the considerations for using a coordinate frame system

as the method of spatial partitioning in the simulation framework, when other

alternatives exist and are used in other fields.

In the final section, an overview is given of potential avenues for further re-

search that have been highlighted earlier in this thesis and in this discussion

chapter.
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5.1 Helix Backbone Model

In section 4.1.1, the approximated model of the alpha-helix backbone structure

was validated as an accurate representation. However, the validation data men-

tioned above and shown in the figures from Section 4.1.1 indicated that the helices

with higher degrees of curvature were not approximated as well by the backbone

model. For example, helix two of R9 and helix three of R1 were highlighted as

cases of poor backbone approximation, see Figures 4.3a and 4.3c in Section 4.1.1.

Both regression lines (which indicate the skew of the backbone position around the

approximated axis) had a significantly higher gradient when compared to other

helices. This was an average increase of 1.17° or an increase of a factor of ∼ 44

from the best examples of backbone approximation (shown in Figures 4.2a and

4.2a).

For the current iteration of the simulation framework and the static force

simulations, the accuracy of the backbone axis for each helix did not need to

be very high. The two positions defining the backbone axis are currently used

to form the local coordinate frame for that helix, for generating visualisations

of the helix and finally to act as a reference point for determining the positions

of the sidechains. The sidechain’s positions are directly determined from the

helices’ structural data before being referenced from the helix model. Therefore,

the sidechain positions are not affected by the backbone approximation. This

means that the calculations based on interaction force are also not affected by the

backbone positions. However, simulations developed in the future might require

more accurate helix backbone models, for example because the helix structure

could be used in collision calculations.

The approximated model of alpha-helix backbone structures, which assumed

a straight helix with uniform width, was unable to approximate these helices

accurately. Two possibilities were considered for causing the poor approximations:

1) the radius of the actual helix’s backbone structure was increasing along the

length of the helix or 2) the helix was curved, resulting in positions near the

middle of the backbone being consistently further away from the predicted helix

axis. The first possibility was discounted, as alpha-helices have a constant rotation

and set number of amino-acids over each section of length. These are 100° rotation

per amino-acid, 3.6 amino-acids per complete turn, and an extension of 1.5�A per

amino-acid. This means that alpha-helices have a very constrained structure,

which results in a consistent width. Therefore, the second possibility was most

likely. Visualisations of structural data for talin’s rod subdomains show that most
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helices have a small amount of curvature along their length (examples shown in

Figure 5.1). It is possible that the curvature is due to flexible spring-like behaviour

of the alpha-helix.

Figure 5.1: Figure generated from PDBID 5ic0.1 using RSCB’s NGL viewer. This shows the
curvature of the helices in the R8 domain.

Future simulations that need to make use of the model of the helix backbone,

such as simulations propagating force through the rod subdomain structure or

calculating collisions, might need an improved backbone approximation. Two

approaches were considered as possible modifications to the helix backbone model:

1) the helix backbone is split into subsections that are joined and articulated using

local coordinate frames, or 2) rather than the current straight line, a curve is fitted

through the backbone data and the alpha-helix model is built around the curve as

a replacement to the axis. Both options increase the alignment of the backbone

approximation to the helix structural data. However, the first option also allows

for simple manipulation of the helix subsections during simulations, allowing the

helix to be treated as flexible.
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5.2 Sidechain Model

The validation of the sidechain approximation (Section 4.1.2) showed that the

shape and size of the sidechains were well approximated, with the majority of

the sidechain atoms sitting within the mean distance line. The sidechain rep-

resentation used for the approximation was selected from a number of different

candidates. Four models were considered: a single pseudo-atom model (SPA)

based on the Levitt-Warshel model [157], a dual pseudo-atom model (DPA) where

an additional pseudo-atom was used to represent the position of the sidechain’s

electrostatic charge, the UNRES model [207], and the CABS model [155]. The

different representations of these models are shown in Figure 5.2.
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Figure 5.2: Diagrams of different possible sidechain representations. (a) Single Pseudo-Atom
model based on the Levitt-Warshel model. This was the model used in the alpha-helix model.
(b) Dual Pseudo-Atom model where an additional position that represented the electrostatic
charge position was attached to the sidechain. (c) The UNRES model where the sidechains are
modelled as a spheroid that encompasses the sidechain atoms. (d) The CABS model where the
carbon-beta atom is also included in the representation as a separate pseudo-atom.

The models are similar in that the pseudo-atom the sidechains are connected

to is the carbon-alpha atom of the amino-acid residue. Otherwise, each model
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represents the sidechains differently. The SPA model replaces all sidechain atoms

with a single pseudo-atom which is placed at the centroid of the sidechain atoms.

The radius of the pseudo-atoms is defined as the mean distance between the

sidechain atoms and the centroid position. All properties, such as electrostatic

charge, originate from the centroid position. The DPA model also replaces all

sidechain atoms with a pseudo-atom placed at the centroid. However, a second

pseudo-atom (bound to the sidechain pseudo-atom) is placed at the position of

the electrostatic charge, if the sidechain has one.

The UNRES model, originally developed by Liwo et al. in 1998 [207], adds a

pseudo-atom called the peptide group position to the amino-acid residue chain.

It also changes the shape of the sidechain pseudo-atom from a sphere to a prolate

spheroid. The spheroid is positioned to encompass all sidechain atoms. As most

sidechain structures are long chains of atoms, the prolate spheroid better approx-

imates the overall shape of the sidechain as a 3D shape. The CABS model was

developed by Kolinski et al. in 2004 [155]. Like the UNRES model, this model

adds a pseudo-atom to the amino-acid residue backbone, but it also breaks the

sidechain pseudo-atom in two. The first pseudo-atom of the sidechain is posi-

tioned at the carbon-beta atom. The second sidechain pseudo-atom is placed at

the centre of mass of the remaining sidechain atoms. The long-range interactions

are calculated from the pseudo-atom position at the centre of mass.

The SPA model was chosen for two primary reasons: firstly, the increased

detail of the other models provided only a small increase in accuracy. The level

of precision of positions within the pdb structures was between ∼2�A to ∼6�A.

The mean potential change between the SPA and DPA models in the position

of the electrostatic charge is ∼0.3�A. The DPA model would have resulted in

a more precise sidechain representation since the electrostatic charge position

is completely maintained during the approximation. However, the difference in

position is very small and falls within the margin of error of the resolution of

the pdb structural data. Therefore, making this change would have a negligible

impact on the interaction calculations.

Secondly, the increased detail of the other models dramatically increased the

complexity of the sidechain representation. UNRES and CABS include additional

pseudo-atoms and UNRES also defines the shape of the sidechain. Each additional

pseudo-atom increases the degrees of freedom for each sidechain. For models like

DPA and CABS, these additional pseudo-atoms also remove rotational symmetry,

as illustrated in Figure 5.3. The SPA model has rotational symmetry around the
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bond connecting the sidechain pseudo-atom to the backbone carbon-alpha. If the

sidechain pseudo-atom is rotated, the structure does not change. However, if the

sidechain pseudo-atom in the DPA model is rotated, the position of the charge

pseudo-atom moves with it. Because of the motility of the charge pseudo-atom, its

current position must be determined each time an interaction calculation occurs.

Its position is influenced by all other charged pseudo-atoms in its vicinity. As a

result, it would be more computationally expensive to calculate the positions of

the charge pseudo-atoms. The CABS model would have similar complexities as

the sidechain is at the end of the chain of pseudo-atoms. Therefore, the single

pseudo-atom (SPA) model was selected for use and found to be an adequate

representation in this research context.
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Figure 5.3: Diagram of the used sidechain model (SPA) and the DPA with vertical dashed lines
showing the rotational symmetry and a circular dashed line showing the possible positions of
the charge pseudo-atom.

5.3 Hydrophobic Interactions

In Section 2.2.2 it was mentioned that the hydrophobic interactions were not

included in the simulation. The reasons for this will be discussed in detail here.

First, some concepts and terminology of hydrophobic interactions need to be

explained. The hydrophobic interaction is a result of the entropic state of a closed

system such as one containing a protein in aqueous solutions [210]. Entropy can

be considered as the quantity representing the degree of disorder in a system.

The second law of thermodynamics states that the entropy of a closed system

always either remains the same or increases over time, but never decreases. This
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means that it is energetically unfavourable for molecules to be constrained, as

this increases the order of the system. Therefore, a molecular system will tend

towards configurations with minimal constraints. Water molecules interact with

the exposed sidechains on the surface of a protein. Normally, these interactions

happen on the outside of a folded protein, as the water molecules are not able to

make their way to the inside of the protein.

If the sidechains on the outside of a protein are non-polar in nature, the water

molecules cannot form hydrogen bonds with them. Therefore, the water molecules

have to turn towards the remainder of the water lattice in order to form bonds.

Non-polar sidechains are therefore described as hydrophobic sidechains. The turn-

ing away of the water molecules constrains the degrees of freedom of the water

molecules, as they are unable to make bonds in certain directions. This increases

the order of the system, which is energetically unfavourable as describe by the

2nd law of thermodynamics [211].

On the other hand, the polar and electrostatically charged sidechains are able

to form bonds with the water molecules without restricting the configuration of

water molecules in the water lattice. These charged sidechains are described

as hydrophilic sidechains. The unrestricted bonding of the water molecules to

the hydrophilic sidechains decreases the ordered-ness of the water lattice, which

is energetically favourable. Therefore, a protein’s conformation tends towards

one where the largest number of polar or electrostatically charged sidechains are

exposed on the surface of the protein, and the non-polar sidechains facing away

from the water molecules [212].

The results of the hydrophobic effect can be measured as forces and torques on

the protein structure. However, the hydrophobic interaction itself is not a force,

but is the result of the system’s energy level tending towards its minimum level.

It is often calculated as a resulting difference in the potential energy level of a

system with a protein present in solution and without a protein in solution [144].

By having to take the extra step of calculating the hydrophobic effect as potential

energy, it makes calculating a resulting force more complex.

In molecular dynamics force-fields, there are two ways of calculating the results

of the hydrophobic effect: explicit and implicit solvation. In explicit solvation,

each molecule of water, each bond formed between them and the protein’s surface

are individually simulated. The potential energy of the system is first calculated

with the protein present in the solvent, and then with just the solvent. The

change in potential energy contributed by the hydrophobic effect is calculated as
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the difference in the potential energy between the two calculations.

In implicit solvation, an approximation of the interaction between water molecules

and the surface of a protein is used. This is computationally less expensive as

water molecules and their binds are not simulated individually. One such approx-

imation is called the Solvent Accessible Surface Area (SASA) calculation [213].

Empirical evidence has shown a very strong proportional correlation between the

surface area of a protein contributed by each atom Ai, an experimentally de-

termined solvation parameter of each atom σi, and the change in free energy of

solvation of the protein ∆Gsolv.

∆Gsolv =
∑

atoms i

∆σiAi (5.1)

The formulation of SASA (shown in Equation 5.1) can then be used to deter-

mine the change in potential energy of the system and the effect the hydrophobic

interactions have on this.

Both methods for calculating the impact of hydrophobic interactions operate

directly within the energy domain. Molecular dynamics simulations can take this

energy value and convert it to a force during the Euler integration phase of their

calculations. However, there is no existing method for calculating the forces from

hydrophobic interactions directly. Therefore, some time was spent on exploring

the hydrophobic data, to work towards developing a method for approximating

forces resulting from the hydrophobic effect. This was done with the hope of

incorporating this method into the simulations described in this thesis. A series

of calculations were developed that used the simulation framework to extract

hydrophobicity data from each alpha-helix.

First, each sidechain was assigned a value of hydrophobicity. These values were

taken from the Kyte and Doolittle scale of hydrophobicity [214] where positive

values are hydrophobic and negative values are hydrophilic, ranging between 4.5

and −4.5. As hydrophobic sidechains hide within the folded core of a protein,

it was important to determine whether each sidechain was on the surface of the

rod subdomain or hidden within its core. Rod subdomains that have four alpha-

helices have one core that can hide sidechains from solution. Those that have five

alpha-helices have an additional core due to the placement of the fifth helix, as

shown in Figure 5.4. Each of these cores must to be considered separately.

In order to determine the distance between the sidechains and these cores,

an axis that runs parallel to the helices and through each core was calculated.
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Figure 5.4: Diagram of the two rod subdomain layouts from a top-down perspective. Solid lines
indicate the amino-acid chain linkers connected to the top of the helices and the dashed line
indicates the linkers connected to the bottom of the helices. (a) The four alpha-helix layout.
(b) The five alpha-helix layout. The new helix (helix one) is positioned next to the 3rd and 4th
helices. The small red circles indicate the hydrophobic cores for each layout.

For the four helices, the positions of each set of ends of the helices were grouped

and the mean position calculated. This resulted one position at each end of the

rod subdomain which defined an axis through that core. The same was done

for the core created by the three helices (1,3 and 4). For each core axis, the

Euclidean distance between each sidechain and the closest point on the core axis

was calculated. The core’s sidechain distance could then be plotted as a scatter

graph of distance vs. hydrophobicity.

As shown in Figures 5.5 and 5.6, the scatter plots were segmented into quad-

rants, showing the hydrophobic and hydrophilic sidechain within and outside the

of the core respectively. To determine which sidechains were inside or outside the

core, a distance from the axis to the mid-point between the closest sidechain and

the furthest sidechain was chosen. To determine which sidechains were inside or

outside the core, the distance from the axis to the mid-point between the closest

sidechain and the furthest sidechain was chosen.

In the three hydropathy vs. distance plots, the upper left and lower right quad-

rants contained the majority of the sidechains. This showed that, as expected,

the hydrophobic sidechains were positioned primarily in the core of the protein

and the hydrophilic sidechains were exposed on the surface of the protein(this

is similar in layout to lipid membrane structures). These results align with the

expected hydrophobic configurations of the sidechains.

In order to make comparisons between the hydropathy data of the rod subdo-

mains, the data discussed above was used to create comparative ratios between

the quadrants. For example, the number of hydrophobic sidechains inside the

core was compared to the number of hydrophilic sidechains in the core. This was
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Figure 5.5: Subdomain R4: Scatter plot of sidechain hydropathy vs distance from rod subdomain
core. Positive values of hydropathy indicate hydrophobic sidechains. The upper left quadrant
contains the hydrophobic sidechains within the core, the upper right quadrant contains the
hydrophobic sidechains outside the core. Likewise, the bottom left quadrant and the lower right
quadrant contain the hydrophilic sidechains inside and outside the core respectively. Kyte and
Doolittle hydropathy scale.
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(b)

Figure 5.6: Subdomain R5: Scatter plots of sidechain hydropathy vs distance from rod sub-
domain cores. (a) Shows the values from the core comprising the three helices (1st, 3 and 4).
(b) Shows the value from the core comprising four helices (2, 3, 4 and 5). Positive values of
hydropathy indicate hydrophobic sidechains. Kyte and Doolittle hydropathy scale.
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Figure 5.7: Plotted data of the number of close hydrophobic sidechains vs. the number of
close hydropathic sidechains. Each subdomains number of inner hydropathic sidechains were
subtracted from the number of inner hydrophobic sidechains.

done by subtracting the number of hydrophilic core sidechains from the number

of hydrophobic resulting in the net number of sidechains trying to keep them-

selves hidden. These results are shown in Figure 5.7. However, there were no

consistent, strong correlations. The graph shows the R3 and R8 subdomains as

having the lowest values, indicating a lower hydrophobic tendency. This lines up

with the low unfolding force thresholds of R3 and R8 (∼5 pN). However, the R7

domain shows the second-highest value, indicating it has a very high hydrophobic

tendency. While the R7 does have a higher unfolding force than the R3 and R8

subdomain, it does not have the strongest. Approximately five subdomains unfold

at higher force thresholds than the R7 subdomain. Additionally, when compared

to the estimated unfolding force data from Table 4.6, the data in Figure 5.7 does

not align with the unfolding force values. Given the scope of this research project

and the amount of time that would be required to draw meaningful conclusions

from this type of approach, it was decided to leave this direction of inquiry for

future work.

This brief excursion into mapping the hydrophobic effect has shown that much

more work could be done. Calculating hydrophobic interactions as forces could be

a very useful topic for future work. Being able to directly calculate the hydropho-
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bic interaction as forces rather than resorting to molecular dynamics simulations

would dramatically decrease the computation time for such values and allow for

investigations into rod subdomains that are highly influenced by the hydrophobic

effect.

5.4 Coordinate Frame Advantages

Coordinate frames are a core tool used in the creation of the simulation objects

and the simulation framework. They allow for the definition of frames of reference

that spatial coordinates can be defined in. At the same time, they act as an

established mathematical transform that can be used to transition coordinates

from one frame to another.

Other methods exist to achieve similar functionality such as scene graphs from

the field of computer graphics [215]. While scene graphs do not necessarily de-

fine spatial relationships between objects, modern 3D computer graphics often

integrate this functionality, for example with hardware accelerated ray tracing.

Coordinate frames have been used in the field of robotics for several decades,

and a number of complimentary works and tools that can be used alongside them

have been developed. One of these mathematical tools is statics. Statics calculates

the propagation of forces and moments from one coordinate frame to the next

[205]. Future simulations could use statics by building directly on top of what was

designed and implemented here. This existing work may enable force propagation

to be implemented into the simulation framework. This would be a component

of a fully dynamic, time-dependent simulation of the alpha-helices of the talin

rod domain. An example of such a simulation could be the stretching of a rod

subdomain using constant, pulling velocity and tracking the domains unfolding as

the pulling force is propagated through the alpha-helices. This may help highlight

properties, such as intermediate unfolding states. This knowledge would improve

our understanding of general protein folding and unfolding. Coordinate frame and

statics research may be transferable to other structural protein fields.

5.5 Future Work

Improvements to the alpha-helix model were discussed, and the backbone approx-

imation was shown to have promising options. Specifically, the segmentation of

the alpha-helix backbone into separate, flexible sections would enable the curve

of backbone and alpha-helix to be more accurately approximated. While this
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would not improve the static force results presented in Section 4.2, it may en-

hance dynamic simulations by allowing for the modelling of a helix’s resistance to

tensile stress and its elastic behaviour. This could improve the accuracy of force

and torque propagations, as the correct amount of force could be converted into

elastic potential energy stored in bending helices.

Implementing statics calculations into the coordinate frame system of the sim-

ulation framework would allow for dynamic simulations to be built. These simu-

lations would be able to explore the changes in the rod subdomain conformations

over time as the domain unfolds. They could also be able to explore the unfold-

ing pathways of the rod subdomain. This information may be used to analyse

how different components in the alpha-helices and rod subdomains impact the

unfolding forces and the trajectories of the unfolding alpha-helices.

During the initial investigation into talin in Section 2.1, talin was shown to

have a highly complex signalling response. In that section, a categorisation was

shown of talin’s signalling response as a series of states and transitions between

those states. The states and transitions were also visualised using a state diagram

(Figure 2.3) that is commonly used to describe finite state machines (FSMs).

FSMs are adept at computing a series of pre-defined operations that move be-

tween known states, depending on a set of expected inputs. They could be used

to compute the changes in state of a rod subdomain as it reacts to forces, and

therefore predict signalling responses. Therefore, in future work, the FSM rep-

resentation may offer a computationally light method to simulate the individual

subdomains of talin in order to observe its signalling responses. A simulation such

as this would not only be computationally lightweight, but simple and efficient,

making it appropriate for large scale simulations of focal adhesions involving large

numbers of talin interacting with other signalling pathways.

Progress on developing a direct force approximation for the hydrophobic effect

was covered in Section 5.3. Additional work is required to complete the develop-

ment of this approximation. By developing a force calculation for the hydrophobic

effect, two of the strongest intermolecular interactions would be used in the fu-

ture simulations. This may increase the accuracy of the unfolding force results

and would also allow for investigations into rod subdomains that have been shown

to be highly influenced by the hydrophobic effect, such as the R3 domain [8].

Finally, there are additional applications for the simulation framework in its

current form. Proteins such as vinculin and talin-2 contain alpha-helix coiled-

coil domains and are therefore likely to have mechanosensitive properties. These
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proteins could be examined to determine the unfolding force thresholds of these

coiled-coil domains and therefore any possible signalling responses. As vinculin

interacts with focal adhesions to strengthen and stabilise them, it is important

to understand vinculin’s full impact on the stabilisation and maturation of focal

adhesions.

Other factors that impact focal adhesion formation could be explored, such

as specific helix to helix interaction. Rap1/RIAM activates talin and localises

it to the cell membrane in order to bind and activate integrins. The slip bond

between talin and rap1 is the result of a single helix from rap1 joining the R2 or R3

subdomain [126]. R2 and R3 are subdomains with four helices and the addition

of the single helix from rap1 creates a hybrid five helix complex. The simulation

could be used to calculate the interaction forces between the Rap1 helix and the

remainder of the other helices in order to determine the debonding force. This

value may be used to estimate the conditions under which talin is localised to the

cell membrane, and the debonding force values impact on early focal adhesion

formation.

While an alpha-helix model was created in this research, it will be possible

to create a beta-sheet model for use within the current simulation. By creating

other models of secondary protein structures, more protein domains could be

explored using the same simulation methodology. Scaling this up to models of

whole domains, protein to protein surface binding interactions forces may also be

explored.

Some mechanosensitive proteins do not have available pdb structures like talin,

and therefore can not be investigated using simulations. Alpha Fold is an AI sys-

tem developed by Deep Mind (Alphabet Inc.) using machine learning techniques

that predict protein structures from amino-acid residue sequence data [216]. Al-

pha Fold could be used to generate protein structural data for these proteins

which the simulation can then use to determine their unfolding force thresholds.

Similarly, post-translational mutations could be explored using a combination of

Alpha Fold and this simulation. By exploring these mutations, possible candi-

dates for useful modifications that can alter subdomain unfolding force thresholds

may be determined.
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6 Conclusion

Talin’s signalling response to force is determined by the unfolding of its rod sub-

domains. As talin is a core structural and signalling protein in platelet focal

adhesions, it determines a platelet’s response to both external and internal forces.

If the force threshold at which each of talin’s rod subdomains unfolds and signals

can be determined, talin’s signalling impact on platelets during haemostasis may

be understood and predicted. Therefore, the aim of this thesis was to answer the

research question: can the calculated magnitude and range of force values for the

unfolding thresholds of talin’s rod domain be improved upon by making simula-

tions that operate directly within the force domain and are designed for the spatial

and temporal ranges that talin operates in? The research question was answered

by creating a novel model of talin’s rod domain alpha-helices. A new simula-

tion framework was developed in which these models were subsequently used to

calculate intermolecular electrostatic interactions. This approach was chosen as

other computational methods such as molecular dynamics simulations produce

erroneously large unfolding force values of up to 1500 pN (The physiologically

relevant range of forces for talin’s rod domain is ∼5 pN to ∼25 pN).

The unique features of this method were: the new coarse-grain-like alpha-helix

models derived from protein structural data, the use of a coordinate frame sys-

tem to manage and manipulate the objects within the simulation, and the direct

calculation of interaction forces. Additionally, it was noticed that the protein

structural data was not in its most energetically stable conformation. Therefore,

the optimisation algorithm fmincon was used to improve the data’s conforma-

tion to maximise electrostatic interaction forces while constraining the maximum

translation and rotation of the helices.

Through this method, the following results were obtained: a range of unfolding

forces for talin’s rod subdomains between ∼1 pN to ∼49 pN. As stated in Section

4.3.2, this range of unfolding forces covers ∼ 240% of the physiologically relevant

range for talin’s rod domain as based on experimental data. Previous results

from molecular dynamics simulations covered ∼ 7500% of the range. Therefore,

the results presented in this thesis show a greater than 30 times improvement

in matching the physiologically relevant range of unfolding forces for talin’s rod

domain compared to previous computational methods. These results prove that

indeed an improvement was made to the range of unfolding force values by using

a force-based simulation framework.
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Points of improvement were also identified. These are: updating the alpha-

helix model so that its approximated backbone accurately follows the curvature of

alpha-helices, evaluating additional intermolecular interactions for the simulation

framework and developing force-based approximations such as for hydrophobic or

van der Waal interactions, and finally, implementing dynamics simulations so that

time-dependent unfolding simulations can be designed. By working on these in the

future, the results may be improved so that the range of unfolding forces matches

even more closely the range of experimental forces. Thus, research questions like

“What is each rod subdomain’s unfolding force threshold?” or “What motions do

the alpha-helices in a subdomain go through during an unfolding event?” may be

answered.

Most cells or proteins exist in a high force environment, meaning that they

must be able to generate, withstand or transmit high levels of forces. The sig-

nalling response of talin, for example, is the product of its rod domains unfolding

and either ejecting bound ligands or allowing new ligands to bind. Modelling

force effects at a molecular level is therefore helpful in understanding when talin

signals other platelet processes, such as focal adhesion maturation and platelet

contraction. This, in turn, may impact the understanding of diseases related to

platelet binding and aggregation, as well as thrombus formation, contraction, and

lysis. In the future, it may be possible to alter thrombogenicity by altering the

forces that determine platelet adhesion strength.

This research has shown that there are other viable alternative molecular sim-

ulation methodologies than molecular dynamics. Areas of interest that molecular

dynamics was not designed for, such as the calculation of inter-domain forces, can

benefit from these types of novel simulation approaches. Importantly, this work

shows that the improvements in results are significant enough to warrant the effort

in developing these new simulation approaches in the first place. Presumably, this

is the case not only for talin but for other molecules as well. For talin specifically,

this research has shown that the PDB data may require some evaluation as more

optimal configurations appear to be available, which would in turn increase the

accuracy of research such as on ligand docking.

In summary, the research question was indeed answered: the calculated mag-

nitude and range of force values for the unfolding thresholds of talin’s rod domain

can be significantly improved upon by making simulations that operate directly

within the force domain and are designed for the spatial and temporal ranges that

talin operates in.
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